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-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 37, 1836. VO. 15.
was scarcely visible by the partial gleam of the 
lantern, and the cutting wind swept through the 
forest, while the very stems of the trees seem­
ed to bend beneath its force, all around her 
was dreary and dismal, yet Susan walked calm­
ly, but not cheerfully, for she was visiting a 
dying man. The path soon turned away by 
the banks of a rushing stream.- they passed over 
a narrow foot bridge, and then walked about a 
quarter of a mile, over an open heath, and arriv­
ed at a lone hovel. A light twinkled faintly at 
the upper casement, and as Susan entered she 
heard a faltering step des-cending the shattered 
stairs. A very infirm old woman appeared, and 
the light which she carried threw a gleam on 
her thin and wrinkled face wet with tears.
Susan waited a few minutes, and then at the 
old man’s request followed him to the chamber 
of his son: she approached the low bed on 
which the dying man lay. “ Lift me up, father,” 
said he. The old man placed the candle on a 
table near the bed, and with difficulty rais­
ed his son, propping up his head with the tat­
tered clothes which lay beside him. “ Now 
father,” said the man, “ will you leave me 
alone with the lady?” A slight feeling of hor-, 
ror crept through the gentle girl’s heart, as she 
saw the old man quit the room. The dying 
man looked around the room,and in a low voice 
requested Susan to close the door. She trem­
bled as she did so, and, half unwilling, returned 
to his bed side. The man fixed his eyes earn­
estly on her face. Susan drew back, but look­
ed upon the countenance before her. There 
was no particular expression on the features; 
they were thick and heavy, and their expres­
sion was a dull blank. “You wished to see 
me, ’ said Susan; and knew not what more to 
say. “ I did, I did,” said he. “Promise me, 
lady, not to leave me till I have told you what 
lies so heavy on my heart. Promise—do pro­
mise me!” “ I do promise,” said Susan: and 
putting down the Bible which she held, on the 
table, she opened the sacred volume and 
sat bending over it. She lifted up her eyes 
as the man began to speak: “ I cannot die in 
peace till you forgive me—till you pray for me. 
Your forgiveness and your prayers may gain me 
some favor with God. No! no! nothing can 
save me now!” “ While life remains,” replied 
Susan, “ there is hope through our Saviour for 
the worst sinner; and as for me you are mistak­
en, you never injured me.” The man with an 
exertion of strength that astonished Susan rais­
ed himself up in the bed, and, wiping away the 
cold sweat that hung on his forehead, stared 
again at her, and said, “ I can’t be mistaken ;
you name is----- ” “Susan Lee,” she replied.
The man tried to speak but his mouth opened 
widely, and for some moments he continued 
speechless. At length he said with difficulty, 
“You are in the same room with the man who 
once tried to murder you:” the terrified Susan 
felt unable to stir, and sat in breathless hor­
ror. “ It was a summer’s night,’ he said, “about 
five years ago, I jumped down from the hedge 
in the Elms lane.” “I remember now,” she 
said feebly. “ Ah!” replied the man, “ I have 
not told you yet! I had watched you pass that 
way for many evenings, it was tot early then, 
but I waited till midnight for your return.— 
Thank God, thank God! you did not come back 
that way. I and another stood in that hedge, 
cursing you, and raising our guns whenever we 
thought a footstep sounded near. Many a time 
did I lift that gun: and when the clock of the 
village struck twelve we turned away, cursing 
you, and swearing revenge.” “ Revenge,” in­
quired Susan, timidly but eagerly, “what had 
I done? how had I offended you ?” “There was 
a house where they sold spirits secretly,” an­
swered the man, “ the people who kept it were 
devils; there it was that I first became one. A 
woman of the village, a broken hearted wife, 
told you of that house; you spoke to your fa­
ther, and the trade was put down: my compan­
ion heard this from your servants. I was always 
like a madman when enraged. I swore to be 
revenged—Thank God—thank God, I did not 
doit!” he added; clasping his hands closely to­
gether while his whole body shook. He stop­
ped speaking, and Susan could not withdraw 
her eyes from gazing on him. Again his mouth 
opened, and his eyes glared vacantly. There 
was something more horrible about his counte 
nance, infinitely more horrible than the most 
expressive villainy. Wickedness seemed to 
have worn away, to have blotted out every ex­
pression but that of dull blank vacancy : and, 
though his words were so expressive of his feel­
ings, his face appeared to have lost the power 
of expression.
There was a dead silence. The man slowly 
recovered himself and said to her, “ Can you 
forgive me now?’, Susan could hardly articu­
late the word “Yes,” in a low voice. “Oh,” 
said he, wildly, “now you are afraid of me! 
and no wonder ; alone with such a devil. You 
cannot forgive, you cannot even speak to me !”
“ I do forgive you,” said Susan instantly : “may 
God forgive you as freely as I forgive you, with 
my whole heart; May God bless you.” “ Bless 
me! can you say so! Yes, I know you can : for 
it was but the next day after that unhappy eve­
ning, that I entered the cottage of the woman 
who betrayed us, she was the wife of my com­
panion, and I heard your voice in the upper 
chamber, where the woman was lying. I could 
not hear her speak ; but you said to her, “ We 
should even pray for our murderers,” and you 
knelt down and prayed with that poor creature. 
Your words pierced to my very heart: I could 
not have hurt a hair of your head from that mo­
ment. I have often thought of you. That wo­
man died, and I went away with her husband, 
for I was still hardened, and he had been long 
a villain. We left the corpse unburied in the 
house, and went away together across the coun- 
tvy. Some months afterwards we settled our­
selves in London, and there, in that sink of guilt,
I sank deeper and deeper in infamy; but why 
should I go on with such a horrid tale ? It can 
only shock your pure ears. Young lady, I have 
gone through—Oh God of heaven! what have 
I not gone through of wickedness! I, a man,
GEOROE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Boston Recorder.
THE VOICE OF PRAYER.
When in the sacred courts we meet,
The word of God to share;
And sing His praise divinely sweet,
Blest is the voice of prayer.
When to the social altar we 
Our grateful ofFring bear,
With hearts of love and unity,
Sweet is the voice of prayer.
And from the closet of a saint,
By chance approaching there;
We catch with awe, low, solemn, faint,
The hallowed voice of prayer.
And now we hear with throbbing breast,
When struggling with despair,
The humbled sinner plead for rest,
And sob the voice of prayer.
But when the Christian bathed in tears,
Cries, God of mercy spare!
O save lost souls, for Christ appears;
Sublime the voice of prayer. M.
SELF-EXAMINATION;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY 
IN THE YEAH.
JANUARY.
29. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.” (Matt, 
vi. 34.) Do I increase my present trouble, by unbelieving 
fears, and distrustful forebodings?
30. When I pray, do I feel my want, desire help, and be­
lieve that I shall obtain what I ask?
31. How long, and how far, during this week, have my 
Sabbath impressions influenced my conduct?
FEBRUARY.
1. Scrupulosity of conscience is sometimes pleaded as an 
excuse for the omission of duty. Are my doubts the ef­
fect of real conscientious scruples, or of wilful ignorance 
which might be removed by a more diligent search of the 
Scriptures—consulting the ministers of Christ—and prayer 
to Him who giveth wisdom to them that ask, and upbraid- 
eth not?
2. When God lias said, “Thou sbalt not”—have I en­
deavoured with full purpose of heart to obey, in spite o^ 
custom, difficulty, and danger?
3. Do I endeavour to resist the deadness, coldness, and 
unbelief, which give rise to doubts, respecting my state, as 
a communicant at the Lord’s table?
4. Do I find a decay of spiritual delight in God’s ordi" 
nances, prayer, and meditation?
THE OBSERVER.
From a Tract published by the “ Tract Society of the M. 
E. Church.”
A MURDERER’S DEATH BED.
“ He sure your sin will find you out,” Num. xxxii, 23.
It was a beautiful summer evening, when Su­
san Lee/eft her father’s vicarage to visit a sick 
girl, who resided at some distance from the
wood behind the church at L-------- . The sun
was low in the sky, and its red and slanting rays 
streamed brightly through the rich foliage, 
lighting up many a winding glade of the now 
dark and silent wood; the shadows of twilight 
were deepening o’er the scene, but the gentle 
Susan was a feailess girl; the stillness and the 
gloom of night were not dreaded by her. For
the last week her walk had been through L-----
woods; and although she left home at a later 
hour than usual this evening, James Allen ac­
companied her, and James Allen washer father’s 
old and trusty servant, one whom she had seen 
daily since her childhood.—Susan had passed 
the wood, and the waving cornfields beyond; 
she was walking quietly down a long and narrow 
lane, shadowed by the branches of tall elms 
which extended along its sides, and gazing upon 
the distant horizon, where the rich hues of sun­
set had faded into one pale hue of clear, cold 
amber, while every green tree and hedge and 
row had acquired a deepened shade. Susan 
loosened the strings of her large straw hat, for 
the day had been sultry, and the air felt delight­
ful as it met her face and stirred the soft ring­
lets of hair that hung round her neck. She 
walked on, musing as she walked, in a mood 
of pensive pleasure. Suddenly a man leaped 
down from the hedge, and stood still a few yards 
before her. Susan stopped too, she could not 
help doing so: she turned her head halt terri­
fied, but James Allen appeared very near. Su­
san walked on, but trembled a little as she pass­
ed the man, and yet she stole a glance at his 
countenance. When Susan was leaving the 
cottage of the sick girl, she recollected another 
cottage, where her presence was hoped for by 
an afflicted family. “ We will return home,” 
said she to her servant, “by the road. The 
distance is but little farther; and I wish to visit 
the widow Martin.” Although it was. as dark 
as summer nights generally are, Susan did not 
regret her long dark walk for she had made “the 
widow’s heart to sing for joy.”
Susan’s father had been vicar of L--------
but a few months when she took the walk I 
have just mentioned. The character which 
their conduct has since established among the 
parishioners was then scarcely known. Susan
Lee had resided atL-------- about five years.—
She was sitting alone one cold autumn evening 
when James Allen entered the room and told 
her that a dying man had sent to entreat that 
she would come to him. Her father was in 
London-. Susan went down herself to speak to 
the person who had brought die message: He 
was an old white headed man, his only son was 
dying; and while he spoke of his child’s danger, 
he wept. “ There were years in that child's 
life,” he said “which might have been, he fear­
ed, years of wickedness. He had left home 
a strong hearty man; he had come back chang­
ed indeed, and he cannot die, madam,” said the 
old man, “ he cannot die till he has seen you.” 
Susan hesitated, and looking at James Allen ; 
the old servant was taking down the lantern—. 
“ I will go instantly,” said Susan, She went 
forth in the dark cold night to visit the hut of 
the dying man. One deep dull mass of clouds 
skirted the horizon and shrouded the whole 
sky; their path lay through the wood, and al­
though the trees were nearly leafless, the gloom 
seemed quite impenetrable. The narrow path
bitterly—he now seemed quite stupihed; his 
whole body shook violently, and they were 
obliged to hold him up, do every thing for him, 
as he stood like a senseless creature. The cler­
gyman came up to him and spoke in the kindest 
manner; but the poor creature only stared at 
him, and then seemed again to forget every 
thing, and to sink back into a sort of waking 
dream. That man was my first companion in 
guilt.
“I was horror struck all over; but I think I 
was more affected by the sight of another man 
whom I had also known, he was an infamous 
wretch ; but he came running up the steps till 
they shook beneath his feet. He stood on the 
scaffold at his full height, and looked round 
boldly and spoke to the mob boldly and loudly. 
It was all forced ; I could see his temples mov­
ing and his hand twitching all the time. The 
last who came out was a young lad, a beautiful 
lad of seventeen or eighteen, one whom I had 
known a dear innocent child ; one who had sat 
upon my knee, and clung with his little arms 
around my neck, and gone to sleep on my bo­
som. I can’t speak of that boy without weep­
ing,” said the man, and his voice wa^ choked 
with sobs; “he was born in this part of the 
country,” he continued. “ Poor dear boy !—I 
—I—I first taught him to steal, and there he 
stood at last looking so young, so very young, 
to die. His heart was touched, and he prayed 
aloud with the good clergyman. He came for­
ward and spoke a few words to the mob : He 
seemed to look at me, and I pulled my hat over 
my eyes. I turned and tried to get out of the 
crowd, but it was impossible. I saw their last 
struggles ; then I did escape. I never stopped 
walking or running till I was many miles from 
London. I left the high road, and crossed over 
the fields till I was far away from any house. I 
threw myself down in a ditch at the end of a 
lone field, and there I laid I know not how long;
I felt as if I could not rise up, I wished to die 
in that ditch. O how I wished myself at the 
bottom of a deep, deep grave, with the cold 
heavy earth pressed hard down upon me for­
ever, where no one might ever find out that 
grave. Once I had made up my mind to kill 
myself, and I clutched hold of my throat, and 
tried, devil that I was ! to strangle myself: then 
all at once the last words of that poor lad seem­
ed to ring in my ears, I dropped my hands and 
prayed;—yes, for the first time I prayed to God 
to look upon me, and break my hard heart ; so 
that I might but be changed.
And then I thought I would give myself up 
to justice for that murder, which had not yet 
been found out: but I bated to think that I 
should be led forth to be stared at by all the 
careless mob. I feared man; and as I lay think­
ing, the love of life came rushing back with 
fresh force, as if to mock me, by making my 
own feelings contradict themselves, and I shook 
all over with cowardly fears, and crept farther 
in among the bushes and hemlock that grew 
over the ditch, for I listened till I fancied every 
little noise the voice of some one in pursuit of 
me. I held in my breath, and buried my hot 
face in the damp earth. The blood seemed all 
gushing up into the top of my head, and press­
ing against the scull, till I thought it would 
have split asunder. At last those fears slowly 
went away, and I turned round, for it had begun 
to rain, and the drops fell upon my head, and 
soaked through my hair; I opened my shirt col­
lar, and spread open my hands, for every drop 
seemed to give me fresh life. I went to sleep, 
with the rain streaming over my eyelids, and 
into my ears ; but my sleep was heavy, and I 
started up out of a horrid dream. The rain 
was over, the stars were shining above my head; 
but I was cold and stiff, and so giddy that I 
could scarcely walk.”—Here the poor wretch 
stopped ; Susan reproached herself that she had 
allowed her interest in his story to make her 
forget his illness. He gasped for breath ; his 
eyes rolled, and he seemed overtaken by death. 
Susan called hastily to those below, and he 
again slowly revived, although he did not ap­
pear to notice any one. Susan stole from the 
room, and immediately returned home. She 
was now too much occupied by all that she had 
just heard, to think of the dreary gloom of the 
way, or indeed of any external objects. The 
next day Susan’s father returned from London, 
and he visited the dying man, who survived for 
a few days longer. Susan Lee blessed God 
that the murderer was spared, even for so short 
a time, that her father could be with him and 
pray with him.
One day when Mr. Lee had gone up to the 
chamber of the dying man, two strangers stop­
ped at the door of the hovel and inquired if
J----- N------ was at home. His mother went
out to them, and said, “ He is my son, he is very, 
very bad.” The old woman only was at home 
at that time. They begged immediately to see 
her son; they w^e well dressed, civil spoken 
men, and the poor mother tottered up the stairs 
to inform the clergyman of their arrival. Mr. 
Lee came out on the stairs when he heard her 
approaching; and she was about to speak, when 
the men, who were close behind her, bowed re­
spectfully to the clergyman, and pitying the age 
of the poor woman, gently entreated her to re­
turn for a short time to the room below. Mr. 
Lee, who suspected the truth, joined in the re­
quest, and she, rather unwillingly, obeyed._
When the men had reached the chamber, the 
clergyman closed the door; they said nothing, 
but put into his hand a paper; he looked at it 
a moment, and beheld a warrant for the body of
J----- N------ , on a charge of murder. “Thank
God!” he exclaimed, as he pointed to the bed. 
The men approached the bed, but they found 
there a ghastly corpse, with its eyes yet unclos­
ed. They were humane men; five minutes had 
scarcely elapsed when they returned to the 
room below, and one of them said kindly to the 
old woman, “ We had business with your son, 
hut it is now too late to settle it.” He put some 
money into her trembling hand, and they de­
parted.”
The aged parents never heard that their son 
was a murderer.
with a soul which Jesus Christ died upon the 
cross to save, a creature born for heaven ! La­
dy, I’m not an ignorant man—I’ve had learning. 
I sinned against God with my eyes open as they 
are now: tears of blood could not weep away 
my crimes.”
Susan rose up, and forgetting for awhile her 
former timidity, exclaimed, “There is one whose 
blood cleanseth from all sin. Who is the God, 
in whom the worst sinner may hope, but our 
God! We cannot erv Jnto him in vain !” “Tell 
me,” said the man wildly—he stopped and lean­
ed his head out from the bed, as he looked round 
on every side, seeming to fear the presence of 
any other person, “ Come nearer, lady, ifl may 
ask you. Do not yet go away; my heart is 
lighter while I speak to you, and sec your gen­
tle looks. I never meant to speak of what I 
am now going to confess to you : you will hear, 
and you will then tell me if I may hope. I am 
known by God just as I am: why should I be 
so fearful to let you know my heart ? This I 
now feel, that man, and all the shame which I 
might have to meet among men, is nothing to 
the thought of God, as I now think of him at 
last. Blessed be God! I feel this.” The poor 
wretch drew down both his hands on each side, 
and clenched them in the bed clothes, and 
stretching forth his head, said in a whisper, 
“ There was a young girl, I knew her once as 
meek and as innocent as you are—I made her 
as vile, as wicked as myself—we were never 
married—she provoked me; and with these hor­
rid hands,” he said, hiding them still more un­
der the clothes as he looked down, “I cut her 
throat.” Susan could hardly drag one foot af­
ter the other, as she moved towards the door; 
she clasped the latch quickly, and clung to it 
for support with both her trembling hands. She 
leaned against the wall and was about to yield 
to her womanly fears, and rush from the room, 
when she heard a long heart -broken groan.— 
She turned one look on the murderer. There 
was now some slight expression in his counte­
nance, as he sat in the same motionless position, 
the large heavy tears dropping from his vaqant 
eyes. The heart seemed to have wrung up 
some of its convulsed agonies into the face, as 
he clasped his hands together and cried out, 
“ Thy will be done ! It is but just that I should 
find pity with no one but God. And can I look 
to thee, oh God Almighty, without dreadful 
fear ? Oh for one little light of sweet heavenly 
hope I” Susan let go the latch of the door.— 
She forgot all her weakness and walked steadily 
to the bed ; she stood still, and smiled upon the 
heart-broken wretch ; at least he thought (for 
he had for the moment forgotten her,) that an 
angel stood before him and smiled upon him. 
She stood without moving, her white garments 
shining out from the shadowy gloom, her fair 
hair flowing to her shoulders, and her eyes 
beaming with the tenderest pity. She knelt 
down thereand raising her hands towards hea­
ven, prayed aloud as for the life of her own 
soul. “ Oh, blessed Lord, the Father of mer­
cies, and the God of all comfort,”—she remem • 
bered parts of that beautiful prayer, but lan­
guage now flowed freely from her heart,—“ thy 
wrath lieth heavy upon him, and his soul is full 
of trouble, teach him by the Holy Spirit to have 
a right understanding of himself, and of thy 
threats and promises ; that he may neither give 
up his only comfort, his confidence in thee, his 
hope in thee, nor seek it any where but in thee. 
Thou knowest the secrets of our hearts,” she 
continued ; “shut not thy merciful ears to our 
prayers, oh holy and most merciful Saviour!— 
Look upon this heart-broken, though guilty 
man. By thine agony and bloody sweat, by thy 
cross and passion, by thy precious death and 
burial ; by thy glorious resurrection and ascen­
sion, and by the comfort of the Holy Spirit, 
whom thou didst leave among thy sinful ser­
vants: save us from thy wrath—from everlast­
ing damnation. Break not the bruised reed.— 
Quench not the smoking flax. Shut not up thy 
tender mercies in displeasure. Thou canst 
abundantly pardon, for thy thoughts are not as 
our thoughts, nor thy ways as our ways.” The 
repentant murderer fell back upon his pillow, 
and the very flood-gates of his grief were burst 
open; the voice of his companion was not heard, 
its sound was lost in his loud sobbing. Susan 
wept too, but prayed silently in her weeping. 
When the man had become in some manner 
composed, Susan said to him, “ I will never 
mention to any person what you have now con­
fessed to me. Say nothing more to me, but go 
down into the very depths of your heart and 
tell out every crime to your God, for he is your 
heavenly Father, as if nothing there were known 
to him, but from your own confession ; the more 
you accuse yourself note before God, the less 
will be brought against you on the last, and 
most awful day of God’s judgment. Oh let 
your confessions be offered only through his 
merits, who died upon the cross for you. ‘ No 
man comet!) unto the Father but by him.”
“ This I have done; this will I never cease to 
do,” he replied. “ I have gone over in my 
thoughts, I have looked back to the beginning 
of my crimes, which are enough to freeze even 
my blood to think upon. I have prayed in that 
holy name—Wait, wait a little longer, I took 
you for an angel just now, and you are still like 
one to me. I have strength to tell you how my 
heart of stone was first touched. I feel better, 
so much better now. Do not go away.” Susan 
sat down by the table, and leaned with both her 
trembling hands upon the book of God. “ I 
had been imprisoned, not for that murder,” he 
continued, “ but for another crime. I was let 
out from Horsemonger Lane prison, and I slept 
that night at an ale house. When I went out 
the next morning, I observed crowds of per­
sons thronging towards Newgate. I went along 
with them eagerly, and pushed my way up to 
the scaffold, for six men were to be hung that 
morning. One by one they came out upon the 
scaffold. I looked at every face, and I knew 
them all. The first man was obliged to be sup­
ported as he walked on, and notwithstanding 
his deadly paleness, and his sunken cheeks, 
which showed that he had felt, and felt most
Of all the horrors men can feel, none per­
haps are equal to those of a guilty conscience. 
'•1 olive under such disquietude,’ says Blair, 
“ is already to undergo one of the severest pun­
ishments which human nature can suffer. When 
the world threatens us with evils, we know the
extent and discern the limits of the danger._
We measure our own strength with that of our 
adversary, and can take precautions either for 
making resistance, or contriving an escape* 
But when an awakened conscience places be­
fore the sinner the just vengeance of the Al­
mighty, the prospect is confounding, because 
the danger is boundless. It is a dark unknown 
which threatens him:” and from which he can­
not flee: he may escape the judgment of men; 
but he cannot escape the judgment of God. 
Reader, prepare to meet thy God I Flee with 
all thy sins to Jesus Christ; he has died to make 
atonement for them ; he is able and willing to 
pardon them, and receive thee to his mercy.
[ Conference Journal. 
JUGGERNAUT.
The car of Juggernaut is a monstrous vehicle 
gigantic in its dimensions, and associated in the 
mind with images of horror: it is a sort of plat­
form, forty-three feet in height and thirty-five 
feet square, moving upon sixteen wheels, each 
six feet and a half in diameter; the ornaments 
with which it is decorated are by no means 
splendid, its principal attraction being a cover­
ing of striped and spangled broad cloth. The 
neighbouring villagers have their fields rent free 
upon the condition of attendance at the cars of 
the idols. This duty, at present esteemed a 
privilege, is not exclusively confined to those 
who are so well rewarded for its performance ; 
but before the whole ceremony concludes, the 
zeal of many of the devotees is so completely 
exhausted, that the raths would scarcely reach 
their destination were it not for the services 
which Brahmins can command. It takes 1,500 
men to put each of the cars of Juggernaut in 
motion, and when the idols are fairly establish­
ed in tlieir places, the shouts and cries of the 
frenzied multitude are such as to lead us to fan­
cy that the whole of Pandemonium bad been 
let loose, an idea which is strengthened by the 
fiend like figures of the Jogies, Gosseins and 
other religious mendicants, whose grim visages 
lighted up with a frantic joy, give them a super­
human appearance as they cheer on theirinsane 
followers to acts of horror. Though the pon­
derous wheels of Juggernaut no longer go crush­
ing over the bodies of prostrate victims, the fury 
and excitement with which the assembled crowd 
rush to the car, is truly appalling. In places 
of very inferior note, there is something fright­
ful in the noisy, lumbering progress of the cum­
brous rath, surmounted by a hideous idol drag­
ged about in honour of the festival : but in the 
very heart and centre of this abominable super­
stition; the celebration becomes perfectly terri­
fic, and the senses, over-wrought, faint and 
sicken at the view. The scenery of the place, 
its bare sands, the surging of the ocean in the 
distance, the drenching rains, damp gales, and 
sudden tempests of the fitful atmosphere, add 
to the wild horrors of the awful pageant. Each 
day the exhibition becomes more ghastly, as 
the wan victims of famine and disease drop ex­
hausted around, making a golgotha of the un­
hallowed precincts.—Afrss Roberts' Scenes of 
Hindoostan.
THE MORMONS IN OHIO.
A correspond?nt at Painesville in Ohio, in a letter dated 
the 14th ult. gives us the following account of the Mor­
mons in that neighborhood—N. Y. Observer.
The Mormon Temple at Kirtland Geauga co. 
Ohio, is a large edifice built of sand stone, six­
ty feet by eighty on the ground, and forty-feet 
high. It has a steeple, and makes quite an im­
posing appearance. It has two stories; the first 
is their place of worship; the second their school­
room. In the lower story there are eight pulpits, 
each calculated to seat three persons. Four of 
these pulpits are between the doors, as you en­
ter the front of the house, and the other four 
are directly opposite. They are designed for 
the twelve apostles as they term their teachers. 
The slips are so constructed they can change 
their position, facing as occasion requires the 
opposite side of the house where the pulpits are 
situated. This is done by removing the seat 
from one side of the slip to the other—the occu­
pants stepping out into a narrow aisle made for 
the purpose, while the seats are changed. The 
center of the house, between the pulpits, is to 
be divided by a large veil, made of canvass, 
to extend fAm the top to the bottom of the 
room.—This is to divide the congregation; but 
the reason why I could not learn. Indeed they 
were reluctant to inform me of the object of 
their eight pulpits.
The Mormons pretend to have the sjum? 0/ 
prophecy, speak with tongues, and to work mi­
racles. As for their prophesying, their leader, 
Smith, acknowledgesthat he was mistaken about 
their going to Missouri; and this was their 
greatest and most important prophecy. As 
this has failed, one would think that his follow­
ers could not be confident that the rest will not 
share the same fate. Their speaking with 
tongues is the gibberish of children.
In conversation with the Mormons, I remark­
ed that miracles were wrought for a specific 
purpose—for an object worthy of God; that 
they proved the divine authority of the Scrip­
tures; that they were also wrought in public; 
and that men were capable of judging whether 
they were wrought or not. “ Now this,” I add­
ed, “is not the case with your miracles. They 
have all the marks of imposition! ^ou cannot 
see whether the pretended miracle was wrought 
or not. For instance, your prophet, Mr. Smith 
pretends to give the true names of the individ­
uals whose bones are found in the ancient 
mounds in this vicinity: and also to translate 
the hieroglyphics on ancient mummies. Now 
you cannot see, even if true, that a miracle is 
wrought. Besides it is impious and irreverent 
to suppose that God would stoop so low, as to 
grant your Mr. Smith the power of working
will soothe and solace the infirmities and
!
miracle, lor the purpose of gratifying an idle I nene^ of ,|er age. And whe„ ,be called
CUI's«iJ'to one of their leaders, -You are a] “to put off the mortal and put on the immortal 
man of good sense and I must believe you| clothing, the genuine expressions 
know better v '*
the genuine expressions of their 
hearts will be—“We loved, but not enough, 
the gentle hand that reared us.—Gladly would 
we now recal that softest friend, a mother, 
whose mild converse and faithful counsel we in 
vain regret.”*—Vt. Chron.
You must see that this is a base 
imposition.’ He made little reply. oV
In another conversation I remarked. You 
never succeed where it can be known that it 
was a miracle. You have given out that you 
would raise the dead, but you did not succeed. 
Again, a few days since, alter appealing to the 
sympathies of a mother who was weeping over 
her sick and dying child, you prevailed w. h her 
to suffer the elders to pray oyer the child, and 
by layin^on of hands, raise the sick. Your el­
ders praved and laid on their hands, and the i 
child soon sunk in death. And this,” I said,
• ‘is one of your miracles?” The Mormon re­
plied, “ 1 know it; it was appointed unto that 
child to die." “ Appointed to die!” I answer­
ed, “ and pray, what sort of a miracle would it 
be for a child to live, that was not appointed to 
die.” He seemed confounded, and soon left
me. . .
One of Edward Irving’s followers and ministers
has visited the Mormons. He expressed himself 
dissatisfied with their new Bible, and also with 
their rusticity. This Irvingite is now the pre­
ceptor of Painesville Academy. He was sent 
into this country for the purpose of visiting the 
Mormons, thinking their sentiments were the 
same as those of Irving, and in what respect 
they differ I do not know. The Irvingite seems 
to have more fellowship for the Perfectionists 
than for any other sect.*
The Mormons, I presume, do not make many 
new proselytes in this vicinity. A few are oc­
casionally leaving them, and others come in from 
abroad.
* Alden’s Collection of American 
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From the Christian Witness. 
A SABBATH IN BATH.
The day after our arrival beinj





Sir Philip Sidney—born about the middle of 
the sixteenth century—was the wonder of the 
age in which he lived ; for though he died at a 
little over thirty, his fame, as a wise and pro­
found statesman, was spread over all Europe. 
Nor was he less distinguished for religious and 
moral virtues, and particularly for generosity 
and tenderness of nature. It lias been remark­
ed of him, that “ the most beautiful event of 
his life, was his death.” Receiving a mortal 
wound in a battle in Flanders, the moment after 
he was wounded, and thirsty with the excess of 
bleeding, he turned away the water from his 
own lips, to give it to a dying soldier, with these 
words,—“Thy necessity is still greater than 
mine."
This extraordinary man was indebted, for the 
rudiments of his education, to his illustrious 
and excellent mother, the eldest daughter of 
the Duke of Northumberland, who in a pre­
ceding reign had been beheaded. “ Her ten­
der melancholy, occasioned by the tragical 
events in her family, together with the mis­
chance of sickness, that had impaired her beau­
ty, inclined her to hide herself from the gay 
world, and to bestow her attentions almost ex­
clusively upon the education of her children.’
“ It was her delight,” says a biographer of 
Sir Philip, “ to form their early habits ; to instil 
into their tender minds the principles of religion 
and virtue; to direct their passions to proper 
objects ; to superintend not only their serious 
occupations, but even their amusements '
Had the loftiness of the house of Northum­
berland not been fallen ; had lady Mary, the 
eldest daughter of that house, been a leader of 
fashion at the royal court—a distinction to 
which her rank would have fully entitled her 
her Philip would, in no probability, have been 
the exalted character that he was.
To see a mother, herself highly accomplish 
cd, and capable of shining in the first circles of 
fashionable life, to see her forego the pleasure 
of amusement and the ambition of show, for the 
sake of bestowing personal attentions upon her 
children ; to sec her spend the best of her days 
in fashioning their minds and manners upon the 
purest models, guiding them with discretion, 
and alluring them to the love of excellence, 
alike by precept and example ; to sec this, is to 
behold one of the most charming of spectacles 
any where furnished in this fallen world.
And what though it be not in the power of 
such a mother to make a Philip Sidney of her 
son ? What though nature has gifted her chil­
dren with no uncommon strength or brightness 
of intellect ? Yet, with the divine blessing, she 
may have such influence upon the moral frame 
of their young and tender minds, that they shall 
be disposed to improve their natural talents, 
such as they are, and to employ them honora­
bly. The benefits, in this respect, which highly 
capable mothers might confer on their children 
during a few of the first years of their earthly 
existence, are far beyond the power of calcula­
tion ; since these benefits would likely descend 
from one generation to another, down to distant 
posterity. “ Delightful task !”—In comparison 
with the pure and sublime enjoyment which the 
faithful performance of it gives, poojyxnd wretch ­
ed indeed is the whole sum of pleasure that 
an possibly be extracted from the amusements
of fashion.
Lamentable, however, would be the condition 
of things in this respect, if either wealth, or 
rank, or superior talents, or any giwt degree 
of literary acquirements, were indispensably 
necessary, in a mother, to fit her for the noble 
and all-important task which that relation de­
volves upon her. So far from it, a woman of 
mere plain sense, whose reading extends but 
little beyond the divine volume that contains 
our holy religion, and whose worldly circum 
stances are narrow and even indigent, is capa­
ble, nevertheless, of conferring unspeakable 
benefits upon her little ones. As she is the first 
in their hearts, so, in their esteem, she is the 
first of women.—Her example is their model; 
they copy her ways; they hang upon her lips. 
I he moral and religious lore inculcated with 
maternal tenderness by her, they never quite 
orget; and very often it is the means of form­
ing their characters for life
io?rcgrlx/wbo^“Twr;c:j'ct!,cr :,f
mother to the best of her abilE,.’ “ifardlycan 
she fail of stamping upon the minds of her 
younglings, some salutary impressions which 
will never be quite effaced. Except the rar 
instances of most unnatural perverseness, their 
hearts will ever cleave to her. They will not-r- • x notTheir filial kind-forsake her when she is old.
G A M 15 I B R ° B SERVER.
J—r^ched the heart of one 
of the teachers. She prayed earnestly for lor-
giveness and for a blessing, and in that spirit 
continued her labors, and in less than twelve 
months her whole class, eight in number gave 
evidence of conversion. “ Previous to that 
series of lectures,” she remarked, “it never oc­
curred to me that I might expect the conver­
sion of children then ; all my hope was that it 
might take place in future life- But when I 
Epitaphs, &c. No.lsa° iny mistake, I talked to Ute children as 
though 1 expected them to be affected now, and 
prayed for an immediate blessing.
my prayer and blessed my labor.
rhe lecturer next inquired, How is this great 
Lord’s day, \object to beattained? By the same means as 
we went in the morning to the chapel, Argyle the conversion of an adult
Buildings, to hear the ltev. William Jay preach. 1 nJ' Divine truth. Children must e s 10 wn leir 
He is the author of several interesting practical j personal sinfulness and danger, an e unec e 
works, particularly of “Morning and Evening I to Christ as the only source o sa vation, an 
Exercises for the Closet.” 1 had been so much urged to seek the renewing of t leir leai s y 
delighted and profited by perusing his writings, the Holy Spirit. To make an impiession o t ie 
that I could not let go unimproved an oppor- truth, teachers must pray constantly and ter 
tunity of hearing him preach. I took rather co- vently, and adopt all suitable means to present 
pious notes of his discourse: but will not do him the truth forcibly. They must be thoroughly 
the injustice of giving them to the public. All acquainted with the lesson, and be prepared 
its beauty, its force, its felicity of illustration ; with illustrations and arguments to explain and 
all the rich copiousness of his mind as it poured enforce the great practical truths of religion, 
itself forth without restraint, all his happy allu- The lecturer had heard a useful minister of the 
sions to Scripture, and most of his pertinent gospel say, “ lt was the trembling lip, anxious 
quotations of its language; all the sxveet and countenance, and earnest manner of my Sun- 
sometimes the encrg-e/zcpeculiarities of his voice day-school teacher, that first impressed me with 
his manner, his action;—all were utterly lost in a sense of my danger.”
the skeleton, meagre at the best, which I was what are the results Qr such a course of teach 
able to pick up from the body of his sermon.— L 2 L accessiOns to the church, of ar- 
Jay, ashezs, is the best, (Ido not say the great- devoted, and well-instructed Christians.
est, though he is great,) but the best preacher I The fait|,fui teacher will appreciate the worth 
ever heard- I would leave the practical pulpit of his labors when he meets in heaven the souls 
defence and elucidation of Bible truth and doc- | he wag instruniental in saving. « They that be
as helpers to the Minister in whatever is appro­
priate to laymen, for the furtherance of the 
Gospel; it being understood always that the 
spiritual concerns of the Church are under t e 
exclusive direction of the Minister, in suboi • 
dination to the ecclesiastical amhority and laws 
f the Diocese.
It shall be the duty of the Wardens especially 
to provide the elements for the Lord s Supper 
— to collect the Alms at the administration of 
the same; to keep and disburse such alms in 
case the Church is destitute of a Minister—and 
bile the Church is destitute ofa Minister, to 
provide for the celebration of public worship 
and the instruction of the congregation by oc­
casional clerical services or by lay-reading as
circumstances may permit.
(Parishes now incorporated are excepted from 
any parts of this Canon interfering with their 
articles of association or by-laws.)
CANON III.
Of the Admission of a Church or Congregation into Union 
with the Protestant Episcopal Church, in this Diocese.
To enable a church or congregation to be re­
ceived into union with the Church in this Dio­
cese, it shall be necessary that the Vestry sub­
mit to the-Convention, their articles of associa­
tion; or, if incorporated, their charter, or a copy 
thereof duly authenticated according to law; 
and further that it be made to appear that such 
church or congregation has acceded to the doc­
trines, discipline and worship of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in the United States and the 
Constitution and Canons of this Diocese. A 
certificate shall also be produced from the Bish 
Op—or in case of his absence or ofa vacancy 
in the Episcopate—from a majority of the 
Standing Committee, that notice was given him 
or them, at least one month before the Conven 
tion, of the organization having taken place.
God heard
trine, and the practical pulpit vindication of 
“ the ways of God to man,” I would leave these 
things to Jay sooner than to any other livin 
divine within my knowledge. If all preachers 
were like Jay; it seems as though none could 
hear unconvinced, unmoved ; as though none 
could regard the Bible and Christianity but 
with reverence and love; as though none could 
think of God and the Saviour but with a hearty 
desire and a faithful endeavor to become theirs. 
Would that a host of such preachers were rais­
ed up, and that the world were filled with the 
strong influence of such preaching: both bless­
ed and made effectual by the mighty operations 
of the Spirit.
As a preacher, Jay may be accurately known 
except so far as person, voice and manner must 
reveal him, by a careful study of two of his 
books, “The Morning and the E-ening Exer­
cises for the Closet.” They seem to be but con­
densations of his sermons from the pulpit. For 
though he preaches extemporaneously, yet every 
thing comes with the greatest ease from his lips 
just as you find it on paper after type has caught I 
and fixed his flowing thoughts. He is emin-
wise shall shine as the brightness of the firma­
ment ; and they that turn many to righteous­
ness, as the stars for ever and ever.”
What review can we take cf our past exertions 
in this field? Let the teacher ask, What have 
I done ? Have I addressed the children as if I 
expected their conversion ? Have they had rea­
son to think I was in earnest ? Have I prayed 
as I ought? Can I say to God, ‘ I have done 
all I could do to bring them to Christ?’
What have I actually accomplished? Have 
I reason to believe that a single soul has been 
converted through the blessing of God on my 
teaching? Are any in the Church whose first 
repressions were received under my instruc­
tions? Any in heaven?
If any such result has followed, let the teach­
er inquire whether l>n or she might not have 
done much more, if greater faithfulness bad 
been used.
The lecture closed with addresses to those 
who have relinquished their post as teachers, 
and to those who have never been employed in 
e work. The former were intreated to recon­
sider the motives which led them to abandonem y a Me preacher. It. seems as though he , Jf. . §owed seed jn lh(J morn
had the Bible on Ins tonguei, and its spirit in h,s . w, slwu]d ' withhold thcir hand in the 
heart; as though he had erthetsed, pondered and e/eni ?? See if ' reasons are such as wi)1 
accurately settled the sense of every sentence; J sfttisfv\oll in th/hour of death, and at the
and had found in whatever subject he happens 
to select a place and a connection for every por­
tion of appropriate Bible truth; not the place 
and connection of mere sound, but those of strict 
sense and meaning. In this he is more eminent 
than any man I ever heard or read; and it is 
this chiefly that makes him so great, so good, 
so safe, a preacher of the Gospel.
While in Bath we were told that he had a son 
of very promising character both for talents and
judgment.
To those who have never become teachers, it 
was said that their obligations are as great as 
are those of the individuals now in the service. 
It is an universal complaint that Christian men 
and women will not come out to the work.— 
There is no station so high, and no intellect so 
cultivated that their possessors may not find it 
an honor to be engaged in the Sunday-school. 
It would be right that the names of all the com
for piety, whom he had designed for the minis- municants should be enrolled as teachers, or 
try but who had formed so high an estimate of scholars, or candidates far the office of teach- 
what a preacher should be from the model be- ers< Then we should hawe a missionary church, 
(ore him, and who had been so impressed by | and whenever recruits were wanted for the for-
the felicity, the power and the perfectness of I 
his father’s preaching, that in despair of ever 
succeeding himself, he had abandoned all idea 
of ever becoming a minister of the Gospel, and 
had devoted himself to the study and practice 
of a different profession: It is difficult to say 
on which this anecdote reflects the greater cre­
dit, the father or the son. For if it ascribe great 
excellence to the former, it allows to the latter 
such a nice and delicate perception of theex- 
cellent, and such a high and just conception of] 
the perfect; as are the characteristics of none 
but generous and noble minds.
eign service there would be a multitude to cry, 
Here are wc, send us.—Sunday-school Journal.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
CANONS
Of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Dio­
cese of Ohio.
CANON II.
Of the Vestry of a Ch urch
Sec. 1. In every Church of this Diocese, af­
ter prayer, there shall be an annual election, on 
Easter Monday, of a Vestry, consisting of not 
less than five, and not more than ten members, 
who shall continue in office till their successors 
are appointed. Two of these Vestrymen shall 
be appointed to serve as Wardens—one of whom
ANECDOTE OF DR. DWIGHT.
A young clergyman once called upon Dr.
Dwight, and inquired respecting the best me­
thod of treating a very difficult and abstruse 
point in mental philosophy, upon which he was I shall be designated by appointment, the Senior 
preparing a sermon. W’arden of the Parish—who, in the absence of
I cannot give you any information upon the Rector, shall preside at meetings of the 
the subject,” the Dr. replied. “I am not fa- Vestry. In his absence the Junior Warden 
miliar with such topics. I leave them for young shall preside. The Vestry shall elect a Secre 
men.”—/£<?/. Mag. | tary whose duty shall be to take and record the
minutes of their proceedings—attest the public
He that hath clothes will surely wear them, I actS Vestry—preserve all records and pa-
d not be seen naked. Men talk of their faith, Pe,rs bielo.n«,nS J,1’? Parisb~perform such 
- 1 other duties as shall be legally assigned him,
and faithfully to deliver into the hands of his 
successor, all books and documents belonging 
to the Parish that may be in his possession.
Sec. 2. In electing a Vestry, no person shall 
be entitled to vote who has not signed the arti­
cle of parochial Association; and who is not a 
holder or renter of one entire pew; and when 
two or more persons shall hold or rent a pew, 
they shall be entitled jointly to one vote. In 
those parishes in which there are no pews held 
or rented no individual shall be entitled to vote 
who is not a contributor to the Church to such 
an amount as the respective parishes shall ap­
point.
Sec. 3. No person shall be elected a vestry-
an
repentance, and love to God; these are precious 
graces; but why do not such persons let us see 
those graces walking abroad in their daily con­
versation ? Surely, if such guests were in thy 
soul, they would look out sometimes at the win­
dows, and be seen abroad in this duty, or in that 
holy action.—Dyer.
SUNDAY SCIWOLS.
If these are the only objects of the teacher, the 
probability is, that nothing more will be effect 
ed than temporary and temporal advantage. If 
one of the children should be converted, as 
Nathan Dickerman, or “ Little Jane” was, such 
a teacher would be utterly astonished.
When teachers believe that their pupils are 
capable of conversion, they will teach and pray 
with more success. A course of lectures was 
once delivered to the teachers of a school that 
was in a languishing state, to impress the truth 
1 ’at this should be the aim of all the instruc-
REV. MR. CLARK’S LECTURE.
The December Lecture to Sunday-school 
Teachers in Philadelphia, was delivered by the 
Rev. Mr. Clark, Rector of St. Andrew’s Church.
He discussed, in the first place, the object of 
the schools. He had often been surprised in 
finding the confused notion of teachers in re- I Pian wbo’s not a Pevv holder, or a qualified voter 
spect to their occupation. Some thought their ln tbe Par'sb for which he is elected, 
chief business was to teach children to read ; Sec. 4. If any Vestryman shall be guilty of 
ot lers to make them commit Scripture to me- scanc^alous or immoral conduct, or shall be 
mory , ot lers to keep them from Sabbath-break- notoriously immoral in his general character; 
mg, or to impart instruction which would result Ifc sI,a11 he the duty of the Minister, or, in case 
m their piety when they attained to adult years. | there shall be no Minister, of the senior Warden
to present him to the Vestry, who shall have 
power, on being satisfied of his guilt, to expel 
him: provided always that at least two thirds 
concur in such expulsion, and that the person 
expelled shall have a right to appeal to the Bi-
Sf,c. 5. It shall be the duty of the Vestry to 
take charge of the property of the Church; to 
\e^iU a. lts temporal concerns, to elect and 
ca a i mister and provide for his maintenance, 
° eep or er in the Church during the cele- 
ia ion o divine worship, and in general to act
CANON IV.
Attendance on Convention, and Requisites for the Admission 
of Lay Deputies.
It shall be the duty of all clergymen, entitled 
to seats in the Convention, to attend the same 
and of every church or congregation, in union 
with the Church in this diocese, to send one or 
morq Lay-Delegates to the Convention, who 
shall be chosen by the Vestry from among the 
communicants of the church or congregation 
to be represented, and shall exhibit to the Con 
vention a certificate signed by the Secretary of 
the. Vestry, or by the Rector, or by one of th 
Wardens, in substance as follows—viz.
This is to certify that at a regular meeting of 
the Vestry of Church held on
the day of A. B. who
is a communicant of good standing in said Church, 
was appointed a Lay-Delegate to represent the 
same in the Convention of the Protestant Epis­
copal Church in the Diocese of Ohio, to behold­
en on the day of in the
Signed
Parishes already incorporated are excepted 
from so much of the above Canon, as would in­
terfere with their articles of incorporation, or 
association.
MISSIONARY.
MR. WOLFF’S MISSION TO AFRICA &c.
Mr. Wolff has probably before this time set
out on his missionary tour to Timbuctoo. An 
English paper notices a public meeting of the 
friends of the Society for promoting Christiani. 
ty among the Jews, held in London in antici. 
nation of his speedy departure, which was
crowded to suffocation.” Ihe Secretary of 
the Society, after some remarks on the opera- 
tions of the Society, which he said had employ, 
ed 39 missionaries, as the evidence of their suc­
cess, referred to some converts in London, 100 
converted Jews in Poland, 700 in Berlin, and 
1000 in Russia. After a brief statement of Mr. 
Wolff”s plans, he said :—
“ Those who appreciated his disinterested 
attention to his Jewish brethren, must wish him 
success. Since his marriage with the noble 
lady his wife (Lady Georgiana Walpole,) he had 
not touched a farthing of her property, lest he 
should be ‘falsely accused. He was an inde­
pendent missionary, and the only pecuniary re­
lief he received during his last extensive mis­
sion, came remarkably enough from two Hea­
then Kings.”
Of Mr. Wolff”s address it is said :
“ Mr. W. appears to be about 50 years of 
e; is of robust make, and has a countenance 
which is full of thought and expression. His 
address is exceedingly modest and simple.— 
Having first expressed his gratification at being 
surrounded by so many Christian triends, and 
professed that his sole object was to seek the 
conversion of his Jewish brethren, he proceed­
ed to give a narration of his last mission, some 
account of which we have occasionally given 
from the East Indian, and other papers. He 
concluded a narration full of interesting details, 
by declaring his determination to live and die a 
Christian missionary to all the remnants of his 
nation, and to establish a Christian Church in 
Jerusalem, on the model of the Church of Eng­
land, in which her Liturgy and Service in He­
brew should be used, and her doctrines taught 
to his brethren.—(Applause.”)
Mr. Wolff' has addressed a note to the editor 
of the Times, in reply to a correspondent, who 
charges him with “ holding the heresies of Ir­
ving,” in which he says, “ I declare herewith, 
that though I was an intimate friend of the late 
Mr. Irving, I disclaim in toto the whole sect 
and their pretensions to higher manifestations;” 
and concludes with saying, “With regard to Ir- 
vingism, I consider it daily more and more an 
awful heresy.”
We have not been able to read the whole of 
Mr. Wolff’s Journal with attention; so far as 
our observation has extended, we observe no­
thing very different from the sentiments of 
Evangelical Christians generally, except his 
persuasion of the second coming of the Saviour 
in the year 1847, and the expression of a belief 
in the existence of possessions by evil spirits. 
He declares that he once met with an Arab who 
was thus possessed. The correctness and con­
sistency of Mr. Wolff as a Christian, and his 
devoted zeal as a missionary, have been testified 
by so many disinterested witnesses of his labors 
in various parts of the world, that they are un­
questionable. It sterns not improbable that his 
horror of Irvingism, which has increased “daily 
more and more,” has had the effect of giving 
more sobriety to his opinions on some points, 
and tempering his zeal with a greater degree 
of knowledge and judgment.—Episcopal Ret,
canon v.
A List to be made of the Ministers in the Diocese.
Sec. 1. Within one week before the meeting 
of every Convention of this Diocese, the Bish­
op shall cause to be prepared a list of all min­
isters canonically resident in the Diocese, an 
nexing the names of their respective Cures or 
Parishes or Stations as Missionaries; or of the 
institutions of learning duly incorporated, in 
which they are engaged—and in regard to such 
as are not engaged in Parishes or Missions, or 
institutions of learning as above—their places of 
residence only,—specifying at the same time 
who of any class are Deacons—but no clergy­
man, while suspended from the ministry shall 
have a place on such list. And such list shall 
be laid before the Convention immediately af­
ter it shall have been called to order, and the 
names of the clerical members called therefrom. 
The same shall be appended to the Journal, and 
sent to the Secretary of the General Conven 
tion.
Sec. 2. When the right of any clergyman to 
a seat in the Convention is disputed, it shall be 
determined according to the provisions of the 
third article of the Constitution, by the Conven­
tion itself; whether his name be inserted in the 
list aforesaid, or omitted.
CANON VI.
Of Parish Registers and Parochial Reports.
Sec. 1. Every clergyman of this Diocese shall 
keep a Register of all the Baptisms, Confirma­
tions, Marriages and Funerals, solemnized by 
him, or in his parish by any other Episcopal 
minister; specifying the names, and times of 
birth of the children baptized, together with the 
names of the parents and sponsors: the
of the adults baptized, and also of the witnesses 
of the baptism; the names of those confirmed, 
and by whom; the names of the parties married 
and of persons buried; and also the time of each 
rite respectively. This Register shall be kept 
by the Minister, in a book, kept for that pur­
pose and belonging to the Vestry of the church 
which he serves—which book shall be called 
the Parish Register, and shall be considered as 
a part of the records of the Parish.
Sec. 2. In addition to the Register above 
named the Minister of each Parish shall keep 
a list of the Communicants and of families with­
in his cure—specifying the time when the for­
mer became communicants of the church under 
his charge, and whether by removal from the 
communion of some other church or otherwise.
Sec. 3. Every minister of this Diocese shall 
on, or before the day of every annual Conven­
tion, present or send to the Bishop—or if there 
be no Bishop—to the President of the Conven­
tion, a statement of the number of baptisms, 
marriages, funerals and persons confirmed with­
in his cure since the last Convention and also of 
the number of communicants, specifying the 
removals and deaths, also the additions to the 
communion, and whether the last have been by 
removal from the communion of other churches
or otherwise, since the last Convention_ and
also of the number of pupils and teachers con­
nected with Sunday-school instruction in the 
parish—and of the number of persons connected 
with Bible-class instruction, and of any Mission­
ary or other benevolent societies, and of all con­
tributions for benevolent objects, by subscrin 
tion or public collections, together with a con 
c.se statement of whatever other matters of fact 
may be important in showing the state of the 
parish.
THE MISSION AT ATHENS.
We doubt not that it will afford our readers much plea­
sure to peruse the following extracts from a private letter 
addressed to us by the Rev. John H. Hill, and dated at 
Athens, September 15.— Episcopal Recorder.
You know how greatly the Lord has blessed 
Mrs. Hill's efforts since she commenced her lit­
tle school, a little more than four years ago, in 
a dark and damp vault of the only habitable 
house in Athens, with a handful of little girls, 
with but a very few means of instruction, and 
almost wholly ignorant of the language ; and 
you know that now she is surrounded by a love­
ly group of 350 girls of all ages, some of whom 
have been the whole period under her instruc­
tion, assembled daily in a commodious building, 
which we can call our own. And you have 
heard through our own reports, and now espe­
cially through the well-written and truly faith­
ful report of our disinterested and intelligent 
friend, the Rev. Dr. Whitehouse, of our family 
circle of female eleves. This branch of our 
missionary labor is becoming more and more 
important. It opens a prospect of extenshe 
usefulness, and we view it as the only feasible 
means of extending the blessings of civilization, 
knowledge and religion, among the females of 
Greece. We here propose to educate native 
names females from various parts of Greece, each of 
whom will return to her own district properly 
qualified, and under an obligation to instruct 
the females of her own section of country. In 
a country like Greece, where for time immemo­
rial there have been so many sectional jealous­
ies, no other plan could be devised so well cal­
culated to benefit the class for whom it is de­
signed. An Athenian would never be prevail­
ed on to go to Thebes, much less to go to any 
part of the Peloponesus, and vice versa. The 
government having readily assented to our pro­
posals to receive under our own roof one from 
each of the ten provinces of Greece, and one 
from each of the colonies of the unfortunate 
islands of Crete, Scio, Samos and Ipsara, (so 
cruelly excluded from the limits of Independ­
ent Greece by the policy of the three powers,) 
we have a certainty of having at least one well- 
educated girl sent out to each of these portions 
of Greece. It is but a beginning indeed,—but 
we must confine ourselves to what is within our 
power, in looking at the extensive field of duty 
as Christians; and our efforts here bear a much 
larger proportion to the actual demands of duty, 
than those of the Christian world to the whole 
field of desolation presented to their view. We 
have a charming little family of 13 Greek girls, 
and we expect five others,—-we had two more, 
but one has retired from ill health, and the 
other we dismissed as incompetent.' You would 
he (Jjlicted if you could see the applications ^e 
constantly receive, from all quarters and from 
all stations, from parents, to receive their chil­
dren under our roof. But at present it is im­
possible; we have not the means, nor, until our 
expected assistants arrive, have we the force-- 
for you must remember that, independent ol 
(he cm c of so large a family, we have five hun­




have to attend to every application for the 
Scriptures and other religious books, and we 
have to maintain a correspondence with every 
part of the United States; while unfortunately, 
as it appears, each individual in that large space 
seems to think that we have only one corres­
pondent, and that he is that one; and moreover 
there is no one but Mrs. Hill and myself to do 
all this. (I speak now only of the Athens Mis­
sion.)
During the summer we have had no benefit 
from our usual vacation, and it is upwards of 
sixteen months since Mrs. Hill hasbeen outside 
of our city walls, and more than a year since 1 
lost sight of the Parthenon. A serious epide­
mic broke out early in July—an intermittent 
fever—which imposed upon us new duties, the 
care of the sick. In our own family only three 
persons were ill. My wife and myself were not 
attacked, but around us and in every part of 
the city our friends were suffering, and demand­
ed our constant attention. The case of one in­
dividual called for commiseration. It was that 
of Madame ——she was the only daughter 
of Baron de-------- , one ot the most distin­
guished writers of Germany on civil law. On 
her arrival [herej she immediately sought an 
interview with me, and in a most interesting 
manner gave me an account of her earnest wish 
to be allowed to unite with us in our celebra­
tion of the Lord’s day at our own house. She 
had heard that 1 held divine service at my own 
house every Sunday. We found her a most in­
valuable acquisition to our society. To a high­
ly cultivated mind she united the most ardent 
and enlightened piety. No pains had been 
spared by her accomplished father to give her 
every advantage of education. She spoke with 
fluency and elegance five modern languages, 
and was a most excellent Greek and Latin scho­
lar. She seemed to take great delight in my 
wife’s society, for in truth she found no kindred 
spirit in the few ladies at the court. After a 
very few months’ residence here she was attack­
ed by the epidemic fever and sent for us. Her 
husband and servants had all been seized prior 
to her, and had been removed to a healthier 
part of the town. We found her literally with­
out any one to care for her. We proposed to 
her that she should be removed to our own
school-house (as it was the period of our vaca­
tion) as affording her the advantage of a clean 
and commodious dwelling, and an airy and 
healthy situation. She was removed thus early 
in her sickness, and attended for a long while 
by my sister-inlaw and others of our family, 
until her husband and others recovered. She 
lingered about five weeks; growing daily worse 
and worse, and died about lour weeks ago. I 
buried her on the next day by permission of 
her husband, according to our rites. Her end 
was great peace. She told me she had not left 
it until that moment to prepare for death, ei­
ther as regarded the affairs of this world or the 
next; that she had set her house in order be- 
forethe summons came that this year she must 
die; that she had long and ardently loved and 
followed the Saviour, who would not now for­
sake her, and much else to the same effect.— 
She then gave me her will, requesting me, in 
the event of her death, to deliver it to the 
Countess de S. and to assist her in the execution 
ot it. After this she never wished to converse 
about worldly matters, but sweetly fell asleep in 
Jesus, far from her father's bouse and native 
land, which she loved most devotedly. She 
was a regular attendant upon our Sunday ser­
vices, and though not of our Church, she was 
exceedingly delighted with its forms. She made 
herself well acquainted with them from our 
prayer-book, a copy having been given her by 
Mrs. Hill. I have been called on to bury this 
summer, besides Madame -------- , another fe
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male who had attended our service once or twice 
—a Scotch woman who was an upper domestic 
in the family of General Gordon, but I was not 
apprized of her illness until invited to her fu­
neral. The General, it is proper to say, was 
absent at the time or she would not have been 
so neglected. 1 have buried two other individ­
uals, both Protestants, but strangers to me, 
who died of this fever, making four in all, and 
a child. Our English service is becoming more 
and more important. Often since I have been 
in Greece; have I performed it on Sunday morn­
ing when only my wife has been present, but I 
never omitted it because there were none others 
to join with us. Now we have the English Min­
ister, and Secretary of Legation, the Secretary 
of the Ministry, &c. and besides my own fami­
ly (consisting of those -vho can understand Eng­
lish of four) we have very often such English 
travellers as may happen to be in Athens. I 
am often called to perform marriages, and to 
baptize. I think I have married 6 couple this 
year, and baptized 4 or 5 infants. I am oblig­
ed to use all sorts of languages, even German 
which I have but little of. I am in the greatest 
want of some copies of the prayer-book in 
French; I hope the agent of the. Press, Mr. F. 
Smith, has sent me some out according to my 
earnest request.
We are now in daily expectation of seeing 
Mr. Bryant and Miss Baldwin. We shall wel­
come them most sincerely. For some time to 
come Mr. B. and Miss Baldwin, will have to 
apply themselves to the acquisition of the lan­
guage; but will have greater advantages than 
we had, having a department of labour already 
opened for them and the benefit of our expe­
rience, so that I trust they will soon be useful. 
We feel under the greatest obligation to the 
Society for the very efficient aid they have pro­
vided for us and we look forward with great 
pleasure to the additional means we shall then 
enjoy of extending our plans for the moral im­
provement of this country. We have long wish­
ed for an opportunity of doing more than we 
can now do within the bounds of our immediate 
mission. Much good and of an important cha­
racter can be accomplished, by frequent jour- 
neyings throughout the different provinces, dis­
tributing the Scriptures and school-books, and 
wherever we find an opening, establishing pri­
mary schools. This it has been impossible to 
do chained as we are to Athens, except during 
our vacation; and this year, for the reasons 
above stated, we have not left the city walls at 
all. The eagerness for instruction remains un­
abated. We have continual applications for 
books and the establishment of schools from all 
parts of Greece, which are really affecting. It 
was my intention to have transcribed some of 
their calls, but I find I cannot at present with 
out losing this post,
[Episcopal Recorder.
Convention of Teachers----On the thirteenth, instant,
there met in the city of Columbus a number of teachers 
from different parts of the State, having for their general 
°bject the promotion of Education in Ohio. The meet­
ing was originated by the Western Institute and College 
of Teachers, which holds its meeting in Cincinnati, and 
most of the members were from the Southern part of the 
State. It was not however exclusively confined to teach­
ers: all who took sufficient interest in the object to attend 
the sittings and subscribe their names, were entitled to 
speak and vote. The principal measures adopted were 
the following, though not perhaps in the following order.
An association was formed called the “Ohio State Socie­
ty for Public Instruction,” having for its president Gov. 
Lucas, Governor of the State, and for vice-presidents Bish­
op Mcllvaine, Ex-Governor Morrow; Dr. Hoge and oth­
ers. The names of the other officers we do not remember. 
The great object which this association proposes to itself 
is to elevate the character of our Common Schools and of 
the men who teach them. The means to be used are va­
rious:—to foster in the teacher’s mind a sense of the im­
portance of his office, to recommend to the Legislature and 
the people at large the requiring of higher qualification for 
the station of a Common School instructor,—to urge the 
importance of increasing the compensation and so rendering 
the office desirable,—to collect the statisticts of education 
in the State and spread them before the public,—to sug­
gest improved modes of teaching and the best hooks for use, 
&c.
With these views the Society has memorialized the Legis- 
ature recommending amongst other things, the addition to 
the common School Teacher’s qualifications of Geography 
and English Grammer. The present studies aie only 
Reading, Writing and Arithmetic. Should our Legisla" 
ture adopt the suggestion, it will bring the law of our state 
upon the subject to a level with that of New York. It 
was recommended by resolution, that in every county there 
be an association to consist of teachers and all others who 
take an interest in the important subject of education, which, 
by mutual consultation, lectures, the collection of Statis­
tics to be reported to the State society and all other means 
which may suggest themselves, may push forward the 
cause. This recommendation we hope will be adopted, 
and not last in Knox. Our county should he thoroughly 
explored, and the state of education amongst us spread be­
fore the people. They are disposed, we doubt not, to do 
more in the cause than has yet been attempted, if the im­
portance of the eftoTt were clearly shown: this done, and 
education would receive a new inpulse. Let it be shown 
how many adults in the county cannot read,—how many 
children are attending no school whatever,—how many 
(more, shall we say?) who are attending to little purpose, 
how poorly qualified are some teachers, and how poorly 
paid are all; and the'people of Knox, we hope and believe, 
will bestir themselves and correct the evil: as a means to this 
end let teachers and friends to education form a county as­
sociation.
Besides the more private sessions and doings of the asso­
ciation in Columbus, there were meetings of a mo re pub­
lic kind, attended by many of our Legislators and the citi­
zens of the place, at which Lectures were delivered. The 
first was by—Lewis Esq. a lawyer of Cincinnati on the state 
of education in Ohio generally, the doings of the State 
Government on the subject, and what still needs to be 
done. The two last evenings there were lectures by Prof. 
Stowe of the Lane Seminary, on the Prussian system of 
education, the first showing its nature and operation, the 
second pointing out the parts applicable and inapplicable 
to our country and State. All these lectures were deeply 
interesting, and did we not hope to see them soon in print 
we should give our recollections of some parts.
Altogether, we think much good will result from the 
formation of this Society, if vigorously followed up. In­
deed if only such meetings as the recent one should be an­
nually held in Columbus, (as is purposed) when the Legis­
lature is in session they connot fail of the happiest effect, 
.as they will necessarily give a prominence to the subject of 
Education in the minds of our rulers which it otherwise 
would not have, and will cause them to feel that there are 
internal improvements even more important than rail roads 
and canals.
Our Governor deserves much credit for the important 
place be has given the subject of Education in bis last mes- 
sages and the one preceding. We hope his wise suggestion, 
will not go unheeded.
Ordination.—Mr. Matthews, of Tuscaloosa. Alab. was 
admitted to the order of Priests, in the Episcopal Church 
in this place, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Otey on Sunday last. 
The Rev. Dr. Muller, of Clarksville, preached an excellent 
ordinatiou sermon, and the whole services were impressive 
and interesting.— Nashville Republican.
On Sunday, November 29th, in Christ Church Lexing­
ton, Mr. A. A. Willis was admitted by the Bishop to the 
holy order of Deacons.—Church Adv.
It is with regret we state that our beloved Brother, the 
Rev. Z. Mead, has resigned his charge of the parish of 
Grace Church, in this city (Boston.)—Christian Witness.
Bishop Chase in England—We have seen an “ Ap­
peal in behalf of a Protestant Episcopal Theological Semi­
nary for the Diocese of Illinois,” printed by Richard 
Watts, Crown Court, Temple Bar, London. It hasbeen 
drawn up by the Bishop “ at the request of his friends” in 
England, and is well tilted to conciliate the favor of all 
who love the truth as it is in Jesus, and to secure a liberal 
patronage for his projected institution. A sentence in 
pencil, on the title page, “ Nov. 10, £500,” by which we 
understand that at that date, so much had been received, 
is apt confirmation of our opinion.—Missionary.
Bishop Kemper at St. Louis--- Letters recently re­
ceived in this city announce the arrival of the Missionary 
Bishop at St. Louis, on Saturday, 19th December—hav­
ing rode with his brother and companion, the Rev. Mr. 
Johnson, a part of the way in an open wagon with their 
trunks for seats, passing through a marsh called Purgatory, 
and crossing a river named Embarrass, and being allowed 
time for hut one meal in the 24 hours. The Bishop 
preached in his own parish Church on Sunday, 20th of 
December. Both were in fine health and spirits. Their 
reception, as was to be expected in the noble hearted West, 
was most kind and hospitable. We congratulate the Bi­
shop, his parish, his diocese and the Church, and ascribe 
the praise to God.—lb.
The agent for soliciting funds for the establishment of 
the Theological Seminary in the Eastern Diocese, has re­
ceived pledges of pecuniary aid to the amount ot §18,000. 
Churchman.
At a meeting of the Trustees of the General Theologi­
cal Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the 
United States, held on Wednesday 13th inst. the nomina­
tion, by Peter G. Stuyvesant, Esq., the founder of the 
“ St. Mark’s Church in the Bowery Professorship of Ec­
clesiastical History,” of the Rev. William R. Whitting­
ham, A. M., to that chair, was unanimously confirmed, 
and Mr. Whittingham appointed professor accordingly.
Under a resolution of the Trustees, the Standing Com­
mittee have secured the services of the Rev. Samuel Sea- 
bury, A. M., for the discharge of the duties of the Pro­
fessorship of the Evidences of Revealed Religion, and of 
Moral Science in its relations to theology.—lb.
EriscoPAL School of North Carolina.—The report 
of this institution published in November, 1835, exhibits 
a catalogue of 99 students, under the care of the following 
instructors, viz. J. G. Cogswell rector, department of 
English and Modern languages; Rev. J. Saunders, Chap­
lain, religious instruction ; J. D. B. Hooper and W. F. 
Eigcnbolitt, ancient latiflu.g... Vor the department of 
Mathematics a new teacher is to be (we suppose now has 
been) appointed. The semi-annual examination was con­
ducted by a committee of gentlemen not connected with 
the institution, who selected portions of the students for 
this purpose. They expressed themselves highly gratified 
by its results, which were the more satisfactory, as “with 
one or two exceptions, there had been no previous prepara­
tion of the pupils by the usual practice of reviewing.”
It gives us pleasure to find that this and other institu­
tions, for the inculcation of literature in connexion with 
Christian principles, have succeeded so well and arc in so 
prosperous a condition; they appear to he generally and 
justly appreciated.—Episcopal Recorder.
Episcopal Education Society.—We have been furnish­
ed, by Mr. L. Duy, Recording Secretary, with a copy of 
the following resolutions, adopted at a meeting of the Board 
of Managers of the Episcopal Education Society on Mon­
day evening, Dec. 28th.
'‘Resolved, That the beneficiaries now or who may here­
after come under the care of this Society be required to 
give a pledge to this Society that they will finish a regular 
collegiate course preparatory to entering on their Theolo­
gical studies, and that if such pledge be not given, such 
beneficiaries so refusing be notified that no further support 
will be given by this Society, unless for reasons stated and 
adjudged sufficient by the society.
“Resolved, That no beneficiary now or who may here­
after be under the care of this Society, be permitted to 
change the college or institution at which he may be placed 
or desire to place himself, without permission asked and 
granted by this Society.”—Episcopal Recorder.
For the Gambier Observer.
THE FORM OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER.
Messrs. Edilors,—I hope you are willing that 
your subscribers should express, through the Ob­
server, their opinions relative to the change lately 
made in the form of that paper—and also that if it 
should appear that a majority of the subscribers 
prefer the old quarto form, the paper would assume 
that form at the expiration of the present volume. 
If so, permit me, as one subscriber, to say that I 
decidedly prefer the old form.—I have now five vo­
lumes of the Observer bound, and I think I would 
not part with them for fifteen dollars—more than 
their cost, including binding.—But your sixth vo­
lume is good for nothing after the first reading, 
except that I send a few of the numbers to my ab­
sent friends—all the rest are used as waste paper.
I love the paper, and therefore want to keep it, 
which it is of no use to attempt in the folio form. 
Three different men have spoken to me about it, 
and all feel just as I do, and these are the very men 
that care the most about the paper. T am willing 
however to leave it on this ground—Let the paper 
have the formjor which the greatest number of sub­
scribers shall petition before the close of the present 
volume, and let such petitioners be always noticed 
in the paper, that your subscribers may all along 
know how the ‘ vote’ stands—those who express 
no wish, to be considered of course indifferent, and 
not counted on either side. I am Republican 
enough to submit to the majority.
The publishing of this will bring the matter be­
fore your readers. One Subscriber.
f Our views in this matter have ever coincided with those 
of our correspondent. Our paper almost necessarily has 
contained but little of the news of the day, and of that 
which is written to produce merely a temporary effect.
We have endeavoured to fill its pages chiefly with such
extracts as would he of permanent interest, and benefit__
We have thought, that for such a paper as ours lias been, 
and must in a great measure continue to be, in our present 
situation, the quarto form was preferable. But at the com­
mencement of the present volume we yielded to what seem- 
td to be the wish of a majority of our subscribers. If a 
majority, however, be with our correspondent, we shaP 
most cheerfully resume the quarto form—at the same time 
reminding our correspondent, and those who think with 
him, that changes are not made without expense, and none
ought to be made without considerable improvement.
Tatulate the author on the result of his labors, as far as they | the word perfection, gives it a sectarian import,” &c.— 
He declares also that if there should ever be a perfectionist 
party, as an organized sect, he should, “expose and oppose 
it as he now does the entire banditti of existing sects.”— 
Ch. Reg.
Parkersburg, Wood County, Va.—This village is situ­
ated on the Ohio River, and at the mouth of the Little 
Kenawha. It contains, we believe five or six hundred in­
habitants, and is the point at which the turnpike road from 
Winchester to the Ohio River terminates. There are a 
few Episcopal families residing in Parkersburg who have 
heretofore had the benefit once a month of the services of 
the Rev. Mr. Wheat, of Marietta, Ohio. The inability 
ot Mr. W. to continue his services at that point, has, for 
some time, entirely deprived them of the ministrations of 
the Church. A letter received by us, from a friend of the 
church in that place, gives the following statement:
“The State is now constructing a turnpike road from 
this place to Winchester, thereby opening a highly im­
portant thorough fare from the Ohio to the east. It is hut 
a reasonable conclusion to suppose that the stimulus to 
trade and enterprise—developments of the resources of the 
country and accession to our population, resulting from the 
completion of the road will add to the Episcopal popula­
tion, and indicate this as an important point to he occupied 
by an Episcopal clergyman. We are not only greatly in 
want of a pastor, but we are suffering greatly for the want 
of a teacher to instruct our children. It seems to me that 
this would be an eligible location for a missionary. If he 
were to devote his entire time to preaching he could serve 
this place and Clarksburg, to which the turnpike will be 
completed next year; it will be an excellent road, and in 
the stage only a day’s travel. There are at that place a few 
devoted and excellent members of the church—between the 
two places a clergyman could receive nearly a support, and 
if aided in a small degree from the Missionary Society, 1 
doubt not, in a year or two, two thriving and interesting 
parishes, zealous of good works, would crown with joy the 
labors of a faithful missionary.”
Our correspondent also states that if a clergyman could 
he obtained who would be willing also to teach “he would 
be doubly useful;” and might probably obtain a support in 
Parkersburg.
In Virginia the great want has been not the pecuniary 
means of supporting the church but laborers: there are still 
many calls for ministers that cannot he met, but wc have 
reason to thank God that the dearth is not so great as it has 
been. As most of the old parishes which have been re­
vived are supplied, it is probable that the attention of the 
church can now be given to the uncultivated field of West­
ern Virginia, which contains an increasing and a destitute 
population—destitute, we mean, of the opportunities of re­
ligious instruction. The Missionary Society, we feel as­
sured, will extend any aid in its power, towards occupying 
the most important points in that region.—S'. Churchman.
New Churches in the West.—A correspondent in a pri­
vate letter states that a new Episcopal Church is about to 
be erected in Louisville, Kentucky, another in Wheeling, 
Virginia, and another at New Orleans, which will cost 
about §50,000. The cost of the New Church in Cincin­
nati, which is equalled by few in beauty of appearance, 
is said to have been §40,000. Another has also been 
commenced for the congreation of St. Paul’s, in the same 
city, as stated in another part of our paper, which will also 
be a very handsome edifice.—Epis. Rcc.
History of the Church in Virginia.—We take great 
pleasure in announcing that the valued work of Dr. Hawks 
which has been long impatiently expected, is through the 
press, and nearly or quite ready for delivery.
The present volume is entitled “A Narrative of Events 
connected with the Rise and Progress of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in Virginia : “it is complete in itself, 
and forms the first volume of the projected work, which 
the author has modestly styled “Contributions to the Ec­
clesiastical History of the United States of America,” and 
which, if finished as it is begun, will form an admirable 
history of the Church, and will thus, besides being a valua­
ble addition to our literature, acquit the present generation 
of a debt due to the future. Most sincerelv do we con-
are disclosed, and wish him all success in what remains to I 
be. accomplished. — Churchman.
Sunday School Union.—A correspondent from Savan­
nah gives the following gratifying intelligence:_
“Mr. Cuming has this day departed for Augusta, whence 
he came hither a few days ago on the business of his agen­
cy. He preached for me on Christmasday, and twice on 
Sunday, delighting me and all who heard him. His col­
lection in Augusta was §225, and here §300.”—Church­
man.
Wc regret to state that the New-York Bible and Com­
mon Prayer-book Society has lost by the late great fire, 
more than two-thirds of its fund, by investments in insur­
ance stock made many years since, and always deemed to 
he of the most prudent kind. The dividends amounted to 
about §325 per annum.—lb.
Our Missionaries in China.—Intelligence has at length 
been received of the arrival of our missionaries at the dis­
tant port for which they sailed. A portion of the letter 
containing tiiis gratifying information isannexed:— Church- 
man.
Ship Miorrison, off Java Head, Sept. 7th, 1835.
Rev. and Dear Sir,—We have just been gratified with 
the first sight of land since leaving New-York. This, you 
may well suppose, is no small gratification after an unbro­
ken prospect of sky and water during ninety -seven days, 
and performing a journey of not less than 14,000 miles, 
even though it be a land of strangers. Angier, Ihe place 
at which ships usually touch for fresh supplies, and leave 
letters for home, is at the western point of Java, about 
eighty miles from Batavia. There are a few Dutch resi­
dents, but the place is unimportant except for the reasons 
above mentioned. The view of the country around is de­
lightful, varying into high and broken hills covered with 
beautiful verdure, among which the tall cocoa-palm is easily 
distinguished.
In addition to his attentions to us personally, Captain 
Ingersoll has given us his hearty co-operation in all our ef­
forts for the spiritual benefit of the seamen. Though a 
member of the Baptist communion, he seems to entertain 
very little prejudice against the Prayerbook, in the use of 
which he and most of the crew have joined with us every 
Sunday morning. What may be the results of the little 
we have been able to do it is impossible to tell; still I can­
not hut hope our labors will not be found to have been en­
tirely in vain. From the limited observation of a single 
voyage, I should infer that seamen are an equally, if not 
more promising class of persons, in reference to ministerial 
labor, than people of the same rank on shore. That they 
have been sadly neglected previous to the laudable efforts 
of the Seamen’s Friend Society, is sufficiently obvious; nor 
are they altogether insensible of that neglect. The bene­
ficial effects of temperance principles must appear to every 
one acquainted with them, to be very great. No ardent 
spirits, except what the medicine chest contained, were al­
lowed to be brought on hoard the Morrison. The crew 
has been orderly, diligent, and respectful; no serious acci­
dent has occurred except the falling of one man from aloft, 
and they have been, the Captain says, unusually attentive 
to religious services. Scarcely a profane word has been 
heard on board. The change that a few gallons of liquor 
might have produced, may be easily imagined.
We hope, by the continued favor and protection of God, 
to be, at the end of two weeks more, on the field of our fu­
ture labors; whither the attention and interests of so many 
of our beloved Church have been directed. That their 
prayers and desires toward the object of our mission may 
not be disappointed, and that they, with all the excellent 
and now more beloved friends, whose personal kindness has 
been experienced, may enjoy the fulness of God’s blessings 
is the sincere prayer of,
Dear Sir, your unworthy brother in Christ,
Henry Lockwood.
Important news from China__ The Rev. Mr. Stevens
Seamen’s Chaplain at Canton, in a letter to the Secretary 
of the American Seamen’s Friend Society, dated Aug 21, 
1835 says:
“Of late there has been much solicitude among the 
brethren at Canton, on account of the search just institut­
ed by government for such natives as have assisted foreign­
ers in manufacturing Chinese Christian books. So tar as 
can be seen, however, the present danger seems nearly past 
though the native assistants are yet terrified!
In consequence ot this shutting up the door of active la­
bor here, as well as for other reasons, Mr. Medhurst has 
been desirous to get up an expedition to the eastern coast, 
and has at length succeeded in getting one unconnected 
with opium. He has chartered the brig Huron, Captain 
Winsor, to go up as far as Lat. 40° if necessary, and to 
call at such places as he pleases. A good supply of books 
are ready, and he is to go in a few days.”
Mr. Medhurst, above named, is Rev. Walter Medhurst, 
formerly of Calcutta, now of Canton, China, an English 
missionary at that place, a gentleman well qualified to con­
duct such an expedition in a judicious manner. Mr. Ste­
vens accompanies him, having once before been on the 
coast with Mr. GutzlafF. Before this they have probably 
returned to Canton, and we may expect at no distant day, 
to receive an account of the tour in detail.—Christian In­
telligencer.
Bangor Seminary.—Our brethren in Maine have ac­
complished their noble object—the endowing of this insti­
tution. One hundred and thirty-three thousand three hun­
dred and fifty-six dollars have been subscribed to the Semi­
nary within the year 1835. “ Thus, says the Christian
Mirror, the great enterprise, in which the Congregational 
churches of Maine have been engaged for the last six
months, was finished-_ and more than finished; and the
Seminary at Bangor, the property of the churches gene­
rally, may he regarded as endowed.
Rev. Enoch l’ond, D. D. is professor of Theology, and 
Rev. Leonard Woods, Jr. of Sacred Literature. The 
other professorships are not filled__ Host. Rcc.
At a late meeting of the Synod of South Carolina and 
Georgia, the Rev. C. C. Jones was appointed professor of 
Church History and Polity. By a vote of Synod the sal­
ary affixed to this professorship is §1,500 per annum.
SUMMARY
Literary.—Among the books announced in London, are 
a translation of Menzel’s Germany, reviewed in the last 
Foreign Quarterly ; two volumes of the Literary Remains 
of S. T. Coleridge, edited by H. N. Coleridge; the con­
cluding volumes of Grabame’s excellent History of the 
United States; Recollections of Rowland Hill; the con­
cluding volume of Martin’s History of the British Colo­
nies ; a third Letter of Professor Lee to Dr. J. P. Smith, 
respecting Dissent; Account of Capt. Back’s Northern 
Expedition ; and a series of exercises in Hebrew, adapted 
to the Hebrew Grammars of Profs. Lee and Stuart.— 
Among the American books reprinted are, Todd’s Stu­
dent’s Manual; Dr. Spring’s Hints to Parents; Memo­
rials of Evarts, Cornelius, and Wisner ; Mrs. Sigourney’s 
Poems, and two editions of Mrs. Whittlesey's Mother’s 
Magazine—Boston Rec.
A new census of the State of Illinois has recently been 
taken, the details of which have not yet been received, but 
the aggregate population is found to be about 275,000, or a 
gain of 117,425, nearly 75 per cent in five years! This 
flourishing State has entirely grown up within thirty-five 
years, the population in 1800, being only 215.
Fatal Accident.—We hear, with the deepest regret, of 
the sudden and accidental death of the Rev. Joseph Pren­
tice, late rector of the Episcopal churches at Catskill and 
Athens. Mr. P. had left his residence, near Catskill, on a 
visit to the city. At Coxackie, the residence of his mar­
ried daughter, he had taken his place on the forward seat of 
the stage, with the driver, when, by a sudden overturn, he 
was thrown upon the ground, and the stage falling upon his 
head, crushed it, and caused his instant death. Truly life 
is a breath.—Alb. Argus.
James Hogg; the celebrated Scotch poet and periodical 
writer, better known, perhaps, as the Ettrick Shepherd, di­
ed at his beautiful rural residence, on the banks of the Yar­
row, on the 21st of November, last, of bilious fever and 
jaundice. From the humble occupation of a Mountain 
Shepherd, with very little aid from the hand of education, 
he raised himself by the force of his natural poetical ge­
nius, to high literary fame; and independence in circum­
stances.
The Legislature of Indiana, 39 to 37, have voted not to 
entertain any petitions for divorce before that body.
The packets which have just arrived from England are 
loaded to the full with manufactured goods. The George 
Washington had the largest freight list which has been 
earned for a very long time, being about §8,000.
Kenenbec Rail Hoad.—A bill is before the Legislature of 
Lower Canada, for incorporating the Rail Road proposed 
to be constructed; leading to the Kenebecriver, in the state 
of Maine.
Mexico.— Twenty-eight of Mehia s followers executed!— 
Letters from Tampico of Dec. 14th, state that 28 soldiers 
belonging to Mehia’s expedition, (which sailed from New 
Orleans a few weeks since, and succeeded in capturing the 
fort at Tampico, but were repulsed in their attempt to 
take the town,) had been taken and shot, by order of a 
Mexican military tribunal. These poor men, it is said, 
were induced to embark under the idea that they were going 
to settle in Texas, and with a promise of lands gratis on 
their arrival. From a list of the victims, it appears that 11 
were citizens of the United States, and the remainder Ger­
mans, Irish, French and English.
FOREIGN.
By the packet ship Albany, arrived at this port says the 
New York Observer, from Havre, Paris papers have been 
received to the evening of Dec. 2d, containing London ad­
vices to the evening of Nov. 30tb.
Mr. Barton, late Charge d’Affaires at Paris, came pas­
senger in the Albany. He left Paris on the 29th Nov. 
and Havre on the 3d Dec. It is now known that the 
French Government have refused to pay the sum due us 
under the treaty. The correspondence between Mr. Barlow 
and the French Government will no doubt, be immediate­
ly laid before congress and the people. We trust there will 
be no war, The feeling at Washington, we understand, is 
pacific and unfavorable to any measures which would be 
likely to lead to hostilities.
By the arrival of the Victoria from Liverpool, says the 
New York Observer, London papers have been received to 
Dec. 18th.
The tone of the Paris papers is pacific. The Moniteur, 
the government paper, speaking of the recent naval prepa­
rations, says:
“The recall of the American Charge d’Affaircs, coming 
after the measures proposed last year to the Congress, has 
rendered some precautions necessary. It was the duty of 
the French goveeument, under such circumstances, to be 
prepared, at all events, to protect French interests. Such 
is the aim of the armaments equipping in our ports,—an 
aim p irely defensive. There exists at this moment no legit­
imate cause" of war between France and United States, and 
in no case shall the aggression come in ihe first instance from 
France."
A letter from Paris dated Dec. II, says. “The an­
nouncement of the Mor.itetir, in reply to the Constitution- 
nel, that the difference with the United States was merely 
what it was last year, has calmed the public of the Bourse 
and occasioned a considerable rise in the Funds.” 
been the means of rescuing from the most distressing state Eleven British whale-ships, with crews, amounting in 
of poverty, and religious destitution. This is a case which all to 600 men, were left late in the season completely 
culls loudly for legislative inquiry and support. In many parts ' beset with ice in Baffin’s bay, and an expedition, under 
of the Highlands, too, the opportunities afforded to the Captain Ross, was about to leave England for their re- 
Gaelic Episcopalians for Divine worship are lamentably s lief.
deficient. Wc are informed that many of the Episcopal The Queen’s party in Spain, had gained some advanta- 
clergy in the Highlands, are doing the duty of two, and, 1 gesover the Carlists.
in some instances, of three chapels, for a pittance of less An armament was fitting out at Genoa, said to be de- 
than £10 annually.—Aberdeen Journal. ; stined to act against Portugal with a view tore-place Don
-------  j Miguel upon the throne, and also to aid the cause of Don
Death of the J3isiioi> of Cloyne__ The Dublin Uni- Carlos in Spain.
versity Magazine for October, announces the death of the " "L—1
Rt. Rev. Dr. Brinkley, Lord Bishop of Cloyne, which Notice.
occurred in Dublin on the 14th ot September last. It ap The Stockholders of the Western Protestant Episcopal 
plies to him the following language: | Press are requested to meet at Gambier on the first Friday
“Uniting with an intellect the greatness of which is un . of February next, at 10 o’clock P. M,
Greece,—Late intelligence from our Missionaries in 
Greece hasbeen received. From the Churchman we learn 
the Rev. Mr. Bryant, Miss Mulligan, and Miss Baldwin 
arrived at Marseilles on the 7th, and expected to leave that
place, in a steamer, on the 10th November for Malta__ 5.
Churchman.
Scottish Episcopal Church.—We understand that the 
present destitute state of this venerable cbinmunion, in 
many parts of the country, will be brought under the no­
tice of the recently issued Church commission. In the 
city of Glasgow alone, there are, it is calculated, nearly 
10,000 poor Episcopalians, chiefly employed in the facto­
ries, who, it may be said, are altogether destitute of the 
means of religious instruction and consolation. The Rev. 
David Aitchison, of Queen’s College, Oxford, with a zeal 
which reflects upon him the highest credit, is at present 
devoting his gratuitous services in their behalf, and we 
learn, only wants the means to he enabled to establish a 
chapel, with a large proportion of free sittings, for the per­
manent administration to these poor people of the means 
of grace in the communion of their mother Church. At 
present, with the sanction of his diocesan, Bishop Walker, 
lie is officiating in a hired room, which is altogether inade­
quate to contain the Christian Congregation which he has
questioned, the most engaging gentleness of demeanor and 
the most perfect simplicity of mind, it was perhaps in the 
privacy of domestic life that he appeared to most advan­
tage. His name, it is true, is identified with the most 
splendid discoveries of modern science; and the universal 
assent of the scientific world had accorded to him the repu­
tation of the first Mathematical genius of his age.” “We 
did not know whether the public should most deplore the 
death of the first Philosopher of the age, or lament the re­
moval of a truly Christian Bishop, from the flock over 
whose spiritual concerns lie presided with tenderness and 
care.”
The Rev, John C. Young, of Danville, Kentucky has 
been called to the pastoial charge of the third Presbyteri­
an church, Philadelphia, of which Dr. Ely was late pas­
tor.
Mr. Lyman D. Brewster who died in Illinois on the 
22d Oct. bequeathed about ten thousand dollars to the 
American Colonization Society; and §2,500 for the pro 
motion of common school education, in the State of Illi­
nois.
Perfectionist.—The religious paper published at New 
Haven under this name is now called the “New Covenant 
Record.” Tne reasons assigned by the Editor for the 
change of name are, that the chief purpose of the original 
name which was to “bring the subject of perfection exten­
sively into notice hasbeen attained; that the ist, added to
By order of the Executive Comniiftee.
LIST OF LETTERS
Remaining in the Post Office at Gambier, Ohio, Janu­
ary Ist, 1836, which, if not taken out before the first of 
April next, will be sent to the General Post Office as dead 
Letters.
Joseph Brown, W. W. Backus 3, Alfred Beedle, Ste­
phen Cobb, J. D. Caldwell, Luke Douglass, J. 1. Eaton, 
A. L. Frazer, II. B. Green, Margaret Griffith 2, John 
Henshaw, Henry Hull, Matthew Hogge, John Heno, 
James Irvin, S. L. Johnson, Peter Lybarger, II. C. Mid­
dleton, Caleb Martin, Joseph McMahon, Jerome McKin- 
sie, S. T. Napper, Daniel Putnam, Thompson Purdy, 
Jesse Todd, Abram Vandeveer, Alpheus White.
Jan. 13—3t A. CLARKE, A. P. M.
Dwelling House for Sale.
Ihe subscriber offers for sale a con­
venient frame Dwelling House built in 1834, 
containing four comfortable rooms on the 
ground floor, and three chambers above, with
a good cellar under the kitchen.
Said house is situated on Brooklyn-street, near the 
centre of the village, and is considered one of the most 
desirable locations in Gambier.
A liberal credit will be given for a portion of the pur­
chase money, and possession given on the first of April 
next. N. W. PUTNAM.
Dec. 2» 3t eo3t
GO
POETRY.
From “the Rectory of Valehead.” 
WHERE IS THY HOME?
Where is thy home?— not where thy soul 
Is joyous over the ruddy bowl,
Where harp and viol through the day 
And down at night keep care at bay.
O heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
Where is thy home?-no« where thy breast 
With cold is numb’d, with hunger prest.
Nor day brings ease, nor night repose,
Mom opes with toils, eve shuts with woes.
6 heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
Where is thy home?—not where ill ranges 
Threading a thousand dismal changes;
Where young grows old and long grows brief, 
Friend turns to foe, and joy to grief,
O heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
Where is thy home?—not where the breath 
Thou sceutest, every hour, of death,
And startttt at the crashing sound 
Of all thou lovest falling round.
O heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
Where is thy home?—not where to leain 
Is but thy folly to discern,
And wisdom’s privilege to know 
A wider range of crime and wo.
O heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
> is thy home?—not where thy heart 
earth’s impatient cry, “depart,”
Where i 
Hears earth*
And all her shapes each moment say,
“ Thou art a stranger; hence, away !”
O heir of a more glorious sphere,
Look farther still—it is not here.
Where is thy home?—where tear and groan, 
And change and crimes arc names unknown, 
Where wisdom, pureness, bliss are one,
And thou, no longer guest, art son.
() heir of an undying sphere,




“Has your papa finished harvest yet?” said 
Mr. Stanley to his little grandson Edward Clin­
ton, one fine day at the end of August.
“ Yes, Grandpapa; he finished barley a few 
days ago, and will begin to cut clover to-nior- 
row, I think.”
“ And I suppose you help in your way, Ed­
ward; Do you not?”
“Oh! yes, Grandpapa; I like to be in the fields 
very much, and shall be sorry when harvest is 
over.”
“ But I have not done sotu/ag yet:” said Mrs. 
Clinton, who was present during this conversa­
tion; “so all harvest will not be quickly finish­
ed.”
“ Mamma,” said Edward! “you do not sow.”
“ Do I not, Edward!” said his mamma; “but 
I hope to reap—and to reap even while I con­
tinue sowing; but 1 must have the sunshine and 
rain from heaven to make my seed (which is of 
a peculiar nature) fruitful."
“ Mamma, I cannot think what you mean !” 
said Edward. “ Pray do tell me; I have never 
seen you sowing, or reaping; do tell me, if you 
please, Mamma.”
“7 understand; Edward,” said his grandpapa.
“ My dear little boy,” said Mrs. Clinton, 
“do 1 not often sow the seeds of instruction in 
the minds of yourself and sisters?—and there 
must be the outpourings of the Spirit of God and 
the smile of his countenance, before the seeds 
can spring up; but while I continue to sotu I do 
hope to see the fruit of previous instruction, 
that I may be encouraged to presevere, and sow 
still more precious seed.”
“ And I hope, dear Mamma, you will see the 
fruit of your labor, in one of your children at 
least;” and the affectionate little boy kissed his 
mamma as he spoke; andjhey then received a 
summons to dinner.
My little readers, do you ever pray that the 
seed sown in your minds, through this little 
book, may be watered by the Spirit of God, 
and that his gracious smile may strengthen and 
increase their growth? I know some of you, 
my little friends, though you may not recognise 
me in your Magazine;—and every month I look 
for the fruit, these seeds should produce, and 
sometimes, nay, often, 1 am sadly disappointed. 
O! may none of you ever exclaim with horror, 
“The harvest is past! the summer is ended! and 
fain not saved!"—(London) Teacher's Offering.
From the Children’s Magazine.
TIIE NEW-YEAR’S VISIT.
“ It is no less true of John Standford,” says 
his biographer, “than of John Howard, that, as 
the friend and pastor of the wretched prisoner, 
the orphan, and the miserable, ‘ he trod an 
open but unfrequented path to immortality.’ ” 
Among many otherduties, he was the minister 
of the Orphan Asylum in New-York, a place 
where, every year, more than a hundred little 
hoys and girls who have lost their parents, are 
fed, and clothed, and educated, till they are old 
enough to go to situations in which they may 
gain their own living. A number of ladies have 
charge of this family, and go to visit it almost 
every day, to sec that every thing is managed as 
it should be, and that every attention is paid to 
any of the children who may be sick. Some 
kind-hearted men, who were rich, have left mo­
ney to it, in their wills; and many people give 
a good deal every year for its support.
“ About two o’clock on New-Year’s day, 1834 
immediately in front of Dr. Stanford’s house in 
Lispenard-strect, one hundred and fifty children 
dressed in the uniform of the Asylum, and un­
der the direction of their teachers, formed a 
group of interesting objects, which soon attract­
ed the attention of a crowd of delighted specta­
tors.” They had come to wish a happy New- 
Year to their venerable friend; he seemed to 
them all liken father, “while the tear of affec 
lion bedewed the eyelids of some of those hap 
ess orphans, they seemed to say, as they' gazed 
upon the good old man Bta0(i;n„ at t|,e window 
•Our father! we ,hall ,ac his ?ace „„ nl0re.
" I tH °ld came to
the door, and with touchin<T , „.,.i ,
fatherly affection, addressed thebelov^?0 ^ l^^ whom he uieil to call hi, "fat
words showed how anxious he felt about tl * 
happiness in this world and in the next, and 
showed that he did not expect he should be 
spared ever to preach to them again. “ Chil­
dren! O my dear children,” lie said, “pray to 
God for new hearts. Seek the Lord while he
LICENSE LAWS.
The selling of ardent spirit, to be used as a 
drink, injures the community, by increasing its 
vices. By an examination of prisons, in more 
than a hundred counties, it has been ascertained 
that more than four fifths of their inmates were 
drunkards, or persons, who, when at liberty, 
used freely the drunkard’s drink. And often 
in a great majority of cases, they committed the 
very crime for which they were imprisoned, 
when under the influence of intoxicating liquor. 
And wherever the selling of such liquor has 
been prohibited, while industry, health and pros­
perity have been greatly increased, the number 
of crimes has been surprisingly diminished.— 
The criminal docket of the courts has been al­
most cleared, and the jails become comparative­
ly empty. Take the following as specimens of 
cases generally. Of 643 who were committed 
to the house of correction in Boston, in one 
year, 453 were drunkards; and the keeper stat­
ed, that he did not believe, that there were 10 
among the whole, that were not intemperate.— 
Of those committed by the Police Court which 
are about as one to 13 and an half of the whole, 
19 out of 20 have delirium tremens; and “the 
free states, from careful inquiry and investiga­
tion, I have no hesitation in saying, with very 
slight exceptions, all who have been sentenced 
here for the various crimes and offences against 
the peace have been in consequence of intem­
perance.” In another communication the Over­
seers as a body state, that after careful atten­
tion to the subject; they have come to the result 
that seven eighths of all the sentences of impri­
sonment, were occasioned by the vice of intem­
perance.
Of 119 commitments to the State Prison in 
Charlestown, in one year, 100 were occasioned 
by intemperance; and the 15 recommitments, 
the same year, were all occasioned in the same 
way. Of39inthe jail of Litchfield County, 
Conn. 35 were intemperate, and of 120 in the 
State Prison at Wethersfield, more than 90 were 
intemperate ; and are believed to have used ar­
dent spirit freely when at liberty. Of 114 who 
were committed to the jail in Albany, N. Y., in 
one month, 96 used ardent spirit freely and the 
other 18 were strangers, whose habits were not 
known. But from the nature of their crimes, 
assault and battery, vvhippingtheir wives, abus­
ing their children, &c., &c. little doubt can be 
entertained as to the cause. The whole num­
ber of committals during the year 1833, was 
1216; and the Police Justice stated, that there 
was hardly a case of committal in which rum 
was not the exciting cause. And between 
and 800 persons, committed to the State Prison 
in Auburn, N. Y., more than 400 were under 
the power of intoxicating liquor when the crime 
v, as committed for which they were imprisoned: 
and there was not 10 smong the whole, who, 
when at liberty, did not freely use it. And so 
substantially, on careful examination, it would 
be found to be throughout the country. The 
number of crimes through the influence of in­
toxicating liquor is increased more than four 
fold, and of course the expenses of their prose­
cution.
pother injury done to the community is the 
CVI c ect of the example of these criminals
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
may be found. I shall meet you no more till 
the trumpet of the archangel shall wake the 
slumbering dead. May I then meet you in your 
Father’s home in heaven/” When the sound of 
his voice had ceased, the children sung the fol­
lowing hymn;
‘ Let us, orphans, look to heaven,
Whence each blessing freely flows;
Children’s bread from God is given,
All our wants our father knows.
‘Praise the Lord for food and raiment,
House and home he here provides;
And without our care and payment,
All our wants he well supplies.’
After singing, the children one by one ascend­
ed the stoop where he was standing, and receiv­
ed from their aged friend the customary New- 
Year’s Gift; as a last token of his kindness; and 
lie dismissed this most interesting congregation 
with his blessing. Dr. Stanford did not live 
very long after this, but was soon taken to the 
rest prepared for the people of God. V.
TO MY GOD CHILD, ON THE DAY OF HIS 
BAPTISM.
From a volume of poems by Richard Chenevix Trench, 
Perpetual curate of Curdridge Chapel, Hants.
No harsh transitions nature knows,
No dreary spaces intervene;
Her work in silence forward goes,
And rather felt than seen.
For where the watcher, that with eye 
Turned eastward, yet could ever say 
When the faint glooming in the sky 
First lightened into day?
Or maiden, by an opening flower 
That many a summer morn has stood,
Could fix upon the very hour 
It ceased to be a bud.’
The rainbow colours mix and blend 
Each with the other, until none 
Can tell where fainter hues had end,
And deeper tints begun.
But only doth this much appear—
That the pale hues are deeper grown ;
The day has broken bright and clear;
The bud is fully blown.
Dear child, and happy shalt thou be,
If troin this hour, with just increase 
All good things shall grow up in thee,
By such unmarked degrees.
If there shall be no dreary space 
Between thy present self and past,
No dreary miserable place 
With spectral shapes aghast;
But the full graces of thy prime 
Shall, in their weak beginnings, be 
Lost in an unremembered time 
Of holy infancy.
This blessing is the first and best;
Yet has not prayer been made in vain 
For them, though not so amply blest,
The lost and found again.
And shouldest thou, alas! forbear 
To choose the better, nobler lot,
Yet may we not esteem our prayer 
Unheard or heeded not;
If after many a wandering,
And many a devious pathway trod;
If having known that bitter thing,
To leave the Lord thy God,
It yet shall be, that thou at last,
Although thy noon be lost, return 
To bind life’s eve in union fast 
To this, its blessed morn.
upon multitudes with whom they associate who 
are never committed to prison or publicly con­
victed of crimes, but who are rendered more 
vicious and of course more worthless and hurt­
ful to the community than they otherwise would 
have been.
Another way in which the selling of ardent spi­
rit, to be used asa drink, greatly injures the com­
munity, is, by increasing the number of the in­
sane and lessening the reason of multitudes in 
whom it is not entirely destroyed. Of 781 ma­
niacs in different insane hospitals, 392 were de­
prived of reason, according to the testimony of 
their own friends, by the use of strong drink. 
And the physicians who had the care of them, 
stated that this was the case also with many 
others. And no person who uses ardent spirit 
freely, has as much reason as he otherwise might 
have, or is as useful as he otherwise might be, 
and probably would be, to the community.
Another way in which the traffic in ardent 
spirit, injures the community, is by increasing 
the amount and severity of diseases and greatly 
shortening the duration of human life.
0177 persons found dead, 67, according to 
the Coroner’s inquest, were killed by strong 
drink. Of 44 murders, 43 were occasioned in 
the same way. Seventy-five of the physicians 
of Boston, have testified publicly, that ardent 
spirit is, to persons in health, never beneficial, that 
it is afrequent cause of disease and death, and 
that it often renders the diseases which arise 
from other causes more difficult of cure, and 
more fatal in their termination. This is sub­
stantially the testimony of the great body of in­
telligent and temperate physicians, who have 
examined this subject, throughout the world.— 
Of 91 adults who died in one year in New Ha­
ven, Conn., according to the testimony of the 
Medical Association, were occasioned by intox­
icating drink. Of 4292 deaths in Philadelphia, 
700, in the opinion of the college of physicians 
and surgeons, were occasioned in the same way. 
Of 32 persons who died in one year in Anna­
polis, Maryland, 10, in the opinion of the phy­
sicians of that city, died ofdiseases occasioned 
by spirituous liquor; and of 18 men who died in 
that city in one year, nine, or one half the whole 
were killed in the same way. A physician who 
lives in the State of New-York, has, for a num­
ber of years, kept a record of the ages of all the 
men who died in the town, in which he lives; 
and he finds that the average age of drunkards 
has been 44 5-8ths years and that they lived after 
they became drunkards 11 3 8ths years; while 
the average age of the sober men was 74 3-7ths 
years; making about 2a years difference, upon 
an average, between the life of the sober man 
and the life of the drunkard. A distinguished 
physician has given it as his opinion, that let 10 
young men begin at 21 years of age, to use but 
one glass of spirit, only two oz. a day and never 
increase the quantity, that nine out of 10 will, 
upon an average, shorten life more than 10 
years. But if moderate drinking shortens life 
upon an average only five years and drunken­
ness only 20, and we have in this country only 
five moderate drinkers to one drunkard, it would 
cut off, in the course of 30 years, more than 
40,000,000 years of human life. This would 
be equal to the loss of 20 years of life for 2;000,- 
000 men. Nor is there any reason to suppose 
that this is a loss of human life greater than is 
actually occasioned by the use of strong drink. 
Who then can avoid the conclusion that the 
traffic in it is highly injurious to the communi­
ty, and also a palpable and gross violation of the 
law of God. And if so, it is not unconstitution­
al, that, for the purpose of defending the com­
munity from its evils, the indiscriminate selling 
of it should he prohibited:
Truly yours, J. Edwards.
Cor. Sec. Am. Temp. Society.
EXTRAORDINARY AND GRATIFYING 
CHANGE.
The importation of rum into the port of New 
Haven the past year, has been only one hogs­
head. Formerly the imports were about nine 
thousand hogsheads a year. The commerce of 
the place has not fallen off, on the contrary, it 
has increased; and the exports of the place, 
particularly to the West Indies, greater than 
ever. The return cargoes are mostly molasses, 
over nine thousand hogsheads of which were im­
ported this year.— Western Christian Advocate.
TIIE DRUNKARD’S SON.
“ Mother,—this bread is very hard—why 
don’t we have cake and nice things, as we used 
to when we lived in the great house?—oh, that 
was such a pretty house, Mamma,—and I did 
love to live there so; you made sweet music 
there, Mamma, with your fingers, when Pa 
would sing ; Pa used to laugh then and take me 
on his knee, and say I was his own dear boy.— 
What makes Pa sick, Ma? I wish he was’nt 
sick,—for it makes me ’fraid when he stamps 
on the floor, and says so loud, George,go off to 
bed. Say, when will he get well,—and take me 
on his knee, and love me, as he used to? But 
Ma, there is a tear in your eye—let me wipe it 
there another comes—oh—another! did I
make you cry these tears, Mamma?
Hush, little innocent, you cannot stop your 
Mother’s tears for they are the very overflowings 
of a fountain, filled with blighted hopes, anguish 
and misery. She cannot tell you “ when your 
Father will love you,” for alas! he is a drunkard.
I heard a beautiful boy scarcely four years 
old, lisping this to his mother,—and I pitied him 
from my inmost soul. His name was George 
Elwyn. His father was once rich and happy, 
and nearly idolized his little son; but in an evil 
hour, he began to sip the intoxicating cup; the 
habit had giown upon him, until the peace of 
his family was destroyed—and he a tyrant. The 
beautiful house, in which they had lived, was 
now exchanged for a miserable cottage, in the 
suburb of the city, and little George doomed to 
be the companion of the indolent and vicious.
I have known some little boys to laugh and 
point at another—whose father was intemperate 
—some perhaps, may even now, be teazing poor 
little George. But do you know, how very 
wicked it is to do so? They are not to blame 
for their father’s faults,—and you should not be 
R* 1 * * *flIUe aS 'njure their sensitive feelings.
e ect, they were once happy as you, but now 
lave no protector—no one to direct their youth- 
ul steps in the path to Heaven. Christ said, 
re »eve tie oppressed,” and every good boy 
nt gir , wi pity those children, whose parents 
are in emperate, and treat them affectionately 
an in y. I saw a boy once, come into the 
ouse, wi eyes filled with tears, and burying
his face in his mother’s lap, wish he had never 
been born.” A party of school boys had been 
snow-balling him because he was the son ot the 
drunken Smith.
Intemperance has made dreadful ravages in 
our country—but good men have done much, 
to arrest its progress: and we hope that the time 
will soon come, when a drunkard will be un­
known. Every little boy and girl should pledge 
themselves never to taste the deadly cup; and 
I beg of you—never to be so mean, so cruel, 
and so unlike theblessed Redeemer, as to scorn 
those poor children, whose parents have become 
victims to the deadly cup.— Youth's Companion.
miscellany.
The Year 1811 in the West.—Many things combined 
to make the year 1811 the annus mirabilis ol the West. 
During the earlier months, the waters of many or the 
great rivers overflowed their banks to a vast extent, and the 
whole country was in many parts covered from bluff to 
bluff. Unprecedentedsioknessfollowed. A spirit of change 
and a restlessness seemed to pervade the very inhabitants 
of the forest. A countless multitude of squirrels, obeying 
some great and universal impulse, which none can know 
but the spirit that gave them being, left their reckless and 
gamboling life, and their ancient places of retreat in the 
north, and were seen pressing forward by tens ot thousands 
in a deep and sober phalanx to the south. No obstacle 
seemed to check this extraordinary and concerted move­
ment; the word had been given them to go forth, and they 
obeyed it, though multitudes perished in the broad Ohio, 
which lay in their path. The splendid comet of that year 
long continued to shed its twilight over the forests, and, as 
the autumn drew to a close, the whole Valley of the Mis­
sissippi, from Missouri to the Gulf, was shaken to its cen­
ter by continued earthquakes. It was at this very epoch, 
in which so many natural Phenomena were combining to 
spread wonder and awe, that man, too, in the exercise of 
that power with which his Creator has endowed him, was 
making his first essay in that region, of an art, the natural 
course and further perfection of which were destined to 
bring about yet greater changes than those effected by the 
flood and the earthquake; and at the same time that the 
latter were agitating the surface, the very first steamboat 
was seen descending the great rivers, and the awe-struck 
Indian on the banks beheld the Pinelore* flying through 
the turbid waters--- Buckeye.
* The Choctaw name for the steamboat, literally ‘fire ca­
noe.’
Congress.—An incident happened on Tuesday morning 
last, iii the House of Representatives, just before they con­
vened, of which the following account is given by the Re­
porter for the Baltimore Chronicle;—-“A Quaker lady in 
the gallery rose and commenced an exhortation to the 
members to attend more to the principles of religion and 
morality, as a duty they owed to their God and country, 
being Representatives of the freest Government in the world 
and concluded by requesting permission to preach in the 
Capitol on Friday evening. Mr. Carr was sent up by the 
speaker to cut short her delivery, but the members Oil the 
floor cried “go on—hear, hear;” but some one near her 
prevailed on her to sit down, when a member arose and ob­
served that he hoped, as the lady in the gallery had conclu­
ded the clerk would proceed to read the journal of the 
House.”
Sidon.—We arose at three o’clock the next morning, and 
crossed at five the river Tamour, the ancient Tamyris; the 
rose laurel was in full flower on its borders. We followed 
its margin, its frothy waves washing the feet of our horses 
as far as Saide, the ancient Sidon—a mere shadow of the 
ruined city, of which it has lost even the name—retaining 
no trace whatever of its past grandeur. A circular jetty 
formed of huge stones surrounds a haven filled with sand, 
from which a few fishermen and their children were push- 
into the sea a frail bark without masts or sails—the 
sole maritime image remaining of this second queen of the
seas.
The River Jordan.—After having crossed, in the space 
of six hours, this yellow, rocky, yet fertile plain, we per­
ceived the land slope suddenly before us, and discovered the 
immense valley of Jordan, and the first azure reflections 
of the beautiful lake of Genncsareth, (or the Sea of Gali­
lee, as it was called by the ancients, and in the Gospel.)— 
It soon opened entirely before us, surrounded on every side, 
save the south, with high gray or black mountains. At its 
southern extremity, and immediately beneath our feet, it 
narrowed, leaving a passage for that river of the prophets 
and the Gospel—the Jordan !
The Jordan issues in a winding form, and enters the low 
and marshy plain, of Eshdraelon, at about fifty paces from 
the lake. In passing it bubbled a little, thus greeting us 
with its first murmur under the ruined arches of a bridge 
of Roman architecture. It was there, whither we direct­
ed our steps down a steep and stony descent, and where we 
wished to salute the waters consecrated by the recollections 
ot two religions; in a few minutes we were on the banks 
and having dismounted, bathed our heads, our hands, and 
feet in the soft waters, which are blue and warm like the 
waters of the Rhine when they issue from the lake of Ge­
neva. The Jordan at this spot, which is probably about 
the middle of its course, would not be called a great river, 
in a country of larger dimensions; but it is much greater 
than the Eurotas. and all the rivers whose fabulous histori­
cal names are imprinted in our memory, and convey with 
them the idea ot greatness, rapidity, and abundance, which 
the aspect of the reality destroys. The Jordan, even here, 
is more than a torrent; although, at the end of a dry au­
tumn, it rolls gently in its bed, about a hundred feet wide 
presenting a sheet of water, from two to three feet deep, 
clear, limpid, and transparent, (so that pebbles may be 
counted at the bottom,) and of that beautiful colour, which 
enables water to reflect the deep blue firmament of Asia— 
nay, more blue itself—even than the sky, which, in reflect­
ing, it enriches.
At from twenty to thirty paces from the river, the shore, 
which is now dry, is covered with rolling stones, reeds, and 
a few tufts of rose laurel, which are still in flower. This 
shore is five or six feet below the level of the plain, and 
manifests what the size of the river must be when at its 
height; it will then, 1 conceive, be about twenty feet deep i 
and from 60 to 120 wide. It is narrower, both higher up I 
and lower down. The spot where we contemplated it is 
one of the four fords which the river furnishes in its course.
I drank, in the hollow of my hand, of the waters of Jor­
dan—of that water which had flowed on the innocent 
head of the voluntary victim! I found it perfectly soft, of 
an agreeable flavour, and great limpidity. The habit which 
one contracts in the East, of drinking water only, and 
drinking it often, renders the palate an excellent judge of 
a new water. The water of Jordan only wants one quali­
ty—coolness. Though I had been heated by a march of 
eleven hours in the sun on a sultry day, my hands, lips, and 
forehead felt the sensation of warmth in touching the water 
of the river.—La Martine's Pilgrimage. .
\V riters and Speakers.—The prevailing fault in Amer­
ican writers is verbosity; most of our orators fall into the
same error. In speaking, however, it is more excusable 
than in writing, as it sometimes impresses any thing on 
the memory of the auditors. But, in general, few words 
are more emphatic than many. ‘And thou Brutus,' con­
veyed a keener reproach than any multiplication of lan­
guage could have done. Sheridan coupled epithets exact­
ly synonomous in his speaking, hut he seldom falls into the 
same inadvertency in his writings. Junius is one of the 
most correct writers in the English language. It is re­
marked that they who think clearly always express them­
selves in few words. Caesar’s Veni vidi vici’ is more elo­
quent than many of the flowery paraphrases of Cicero__
During the Revolutionary war, a young speaker occupied 
the attention of an assembly for a long time with what he 
considered a classical haringue, but in which the matter 
bore no proportion to the words. When he had conclu­
ded, an old member arose and said, ‘This gentleman’s 
speech puts me in mind of a fire-fly, it just gives liuht 
enough to show its own insignificance.' This sententious 
reply was sufficient to overturn all that the other had said 
and the question was carried against him; so useless is a 
labored speech without argument.—Buckeye.
Shakspeare.—Master Jacob Eldridge's account of Sliahs- 
peace's success in London—Jacob did likewise tell me in 
his letter, that he was sure I should be happy to hear the 
success of William Shakspeare, our townsman. And in 
truth right g ad was 1 to hear of it, being a principal in 
bringing it about, as those several sheets will show which 
ha\e the broken tile laid upon them to keep them down
compactly. Jacob’s words are these: I speak of po­
ets you will be in amaze at bearing that dv townsman hath 
written a power of matter for the playboy. Neither he 
nor the booksellers think it quite good enVh to print; 
but I do assure you, on the faith of a ChnSon, it is not 
bad- and there is rare tun in the last thing about
Venis where a Jew, one Shiloh, is choused out\ bis mo ■ 
ney, and his revenge. However the best criticsVj the 
greatest lords find fault, and very justly, in the -prds, 
‘Hath not a Jew eyes?—hath not a Jew hands, organs.^;, 
mensions, senses, affections, passions?—fed with the sam, 
food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the same dis­
eases, healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by the 
same winter and summer, asa Christian is-
Surely this is very unchristianlike. Nay for supplication 
sake, suppose it is true, was it his business to tell the peo­
ple so? Was it his duly to ring the crier’s bell and cry to 
them, the sorry Jews are quite as much men as you are. I he 
impudentest thing (except some banderies) that ever came 
from the stage.’ The church, luckily, has let him alone 
for the present; and the queen winks at it. Fhe best de­
fence he can make for himself is, that it comes from the 
mouth of a Jew, who says many other tilings as abomina­
ble. Master Greene may overrate him: but Master Greene 
declares that if William goes on improving and taking his 
advice, it will be desperate hard work in another seven years 
to find so many as half a dozen chaps equal to him within 
the liberties.—Master Burnett's memorandum in Landors 
Examination of Shakspeare.
Best time for Mental Exertion.— Nature has allotted 
the darkness of the night for repose and the restoration by 
sleep of the exhausted energies of the body and mind. If 
study or composition be ardently engaged in towards that 
period of the day, the increased action in the brain which 
always accompanies activity of mind requires a long time to 
subside; and if the individual be of an irritable habit, he 
will be sleepless for hours, or perhaps tormented by unplea­
sant dreams. If, nevertheless, the pratice be continued, 
the want of refreshing repose will ultimately induce a state 
of irritability of the nervous system approaching to insani­
ty. It is, therefore, of great advantage to engage in seve­
rer studies early in the day, and devote the twoor three hours 
preceding bed-time to light reading, music, or amusing con­
versation.—• Combe's Physiology.
Anecdote of Richard iii—lu the town of Leicester, 
England, the house is still shown where Richard III. pass­
ed the night before the battle of Bosworth ; and there is a 
story of him still preserved in the corporation records, 
which illustrates the caution and darkness of that prince’s 
character. It was his custom to carry, among the baggage 
of bis camp, a cumbersome wooden bed, which he preten­
ded was the only bed be could sleep in. Here he contriv­
ed a secret receptacle for his treasure, which lay concealed 
under a weight of timber. After the fatal day on which 
Richard fell, the Earl of Richmond entered Leicester with 
his victorious troops; the friends of Richard were pillaged 
but the bed was neglected by every plunderer, as useless 
lumber. The owner of the house afterwards discovering 
the hoard, became suddenly rich, without any visible cause, 
lie bought lands, and at length arrived at the dignity of 
being Mayor of Leicester. Many years afterwards, his 
widow, who had been left in great affluence, was murdered 
for her wealth, by her servant maid, who bad been privy to 
the affair; and at tiie trial of this woman and her accom­
plices, the whole transaction came to light.—Presbyterian.
European Discoveries in the Moon.—We find the fol­
lowing information in a late Paris paper.
Professor Gruithausen of Munich, declared publicly 
some time since, that he had discovered indisputable proofs 
that the Moon, like the Earth, is inhabited. Ail Europe 
replied by railery to the declarations of the Bavarian as­
tronomer, but bis firmness was not shaken by it. The 
German journals have published the result of Professor 
Gruithausen’s observations, combined with those of his 
learned fellow laborer, the astronomer Schroetor. Their 
common conclusions are, 1st. That vegetation on the su- 
perfices of the moon extends from the 55th degree of South 
latitude to the 65th degree of North latitude; 2d. That 
from the 56th degree of North latitude to the 47th of south 
latitude, there are found evident traces of the abodes of 
animated beings; 3d. and finally, that some of the signs 
of the existence of lunar inhabitants are so'apparent, that 
great roads can be distinguished, traced in different direc- 
tions, and in particular a colossal edifice, situated nearly 
under the equator of the planet. The whole presents the 
appearance of a considerable city, near which may be dis­
tinguished a construction exactly similar to what we call a 
starred redoubt, or a work with horns.
The Spirit of Improvement Abroad!—We have re­
ceived within the last few days, from a distinguished agri­
culturist in the State of Pennsylvania, a letter in which we 
are highly gratified to find that the people of that State are 
awakening to a lively sense of the importance of improv­
ing their stock of cattle generally. And in this they evince 
not only their patriotism but their good sense and sagacity. 
Our correspondent says:
“Since 1 last wrote to you, my fields have been depopu­
lated. My short Horns are nearly gone. Farmers from 
our' Key-stone State are becoming alive to the value of farm 
stocks of improved kinds, and apply to me from every part 
of the State for stock. One writes to me for a bull—an­
other for cows full or part bred—another for sheep—anoth­
er for pigs—another for horses of blood—and last, but not 
least, I have several applications for the White turkeys and 
Westphalian geese. Every animal 1 had for sale, with the 
exception of twoor three, are gone at my own prices."
The letter also informs us that he had sold his favorite 
cow for $300—a large price; but not too large for the 
splendid animal in question, which, without doubt, is one 
of the finest cons ever raised in this or any other country. 
This is extravagant praise, it may be thought, but not art 
iota more than is merited by her extraordinary excellence. 
I lie interest of Jier purchase money is but ®18a year, and 
wc think we can say in perfect safety, that' she would, in 
butter and milk, at our market prices, nett a sum equal to 
theinterest of $3000, besides yielding a calf annually, wi,;ch 
would be worth from $100 to $200,' at twelve months old.
^Farmer and Gardener.
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